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Hometown Heroes
By Inbal Kahanov 
Production Editor
Throughtout the world, 
many watched as the larg­
est terrorist attack in United 
States history unfold last 
Tuesday, September 11.
The attack, which killed 
thousands, brought down 
three World Trade Center 
buildings and damaged the 
Pentagon, will be remem­
bered for the trail of pain it 
has left behind.
While many members 
of MSU’s campus commu­
nity heard of the attacks 
over the radio, watched the 
buildings collapse on their 
television screens or through 
their windows, two police
o ffice r’s from the MSU’s 
campus police department 
answered a call to aid in the 
help efforts and evacuation 
process in NYC.
Officers Paul Giardino and 
Christopher Vidro spent over 
seven hours near ground 
zero.
There, they brought sup­
port to NYC's police officers, 
firefighters and EMS mem­
bers, as an effort to ease the 
difficult process of evacuat­
ing people from the debris of 
the WTC buildings.
The M ontclarion sat with 
Giardino and Vidro as they 
shared their recollections and 
comments from that tragic 
day.
For a com plete transcript 
o f the converstaion turn to 
page 4.
JOHN SPARACIO /THE MONTCLARION
Campus police officers Christopher Vidro (left)and Paul Giardino (right) assisted 
the many policemen and firefighters at ground zero during last Tuesday’s tragedy
Student Center Party Ends Early After Fight
Damage to MSU Property in the Second Party Related Fight in Two Years
By Lillian M. Aleman 
NewsEditor
Campus police, along 
with several nearby agen­
cies quickly broke up the
fight that occurred this past 
Saturday at 11:00 p.m. during 
a Student Center party spon­
sored by the United Greek 
Coalition.
The party was forced to 
end two and a half hours ear­
lier than scheduled because 
of the altercation.
About 14 University 
police and Security per­
sonnel a ttended the SC 
party which hosted around 
500 people, the maximum
With the help o f various local police officers, MSU campus police were able to get the 
several small fights, which occured this past Saturday on campus, under control.
amount of people permit­
ted for that type of func­
tion.
When the first fight 
started "w h ich was too 
large for the number of 
police and security per­
sonnel on hand" said 
Vice President of Student 
Affairs Dr. Karen Penning­
ton; other agencies were 
called in to assist campus 
police.
Over 50 officers from 
11 various towns such as 
the Little Falls and Caldwell 
Police arrived a t MSU, 
which caused the crowds 
to disseminate while 
smaller groups continued 
to fight in scattered loca­
tions around campus.
There were no serious 
injuries reported and no 
one was taken to the hos­
pital.
This recent fight has 
caused "a thorough 
review of all polices and 
changes are anticipated,” 
said Pennington.
"Currently, all events 
have been postponed 
until Student Development 
and Campus Life, University 
Police, and representatives 
from the Student Govern­
ment Association can work 
out all concerns."
The Student Center itself 
faced some damage, which 
included a broken door and 
some broken files on the 
patio.
" It is unfortunate that some 
individuals, be lieved  to be 
uninvited guests, would come 
to campus and ruin an event 
designed by and for our stu­
dents, It is more than unfortu­
nate, in fact it is despicable, 
if any of the individuals who 
started the disruption were MSU 
students,” said Pennington.
No perpetrators were iden­
tified, which means that no 
individual action will be taken, 
"however actions will be taken 
to  reduce  the possibility of 
similar problems in the future," 
said Pennington.'
Two years ago, a fight also 
broke out in a Student Center 
related event. At that time, 
"restrictions were implemented 
regarding outside guest, time 
and types of events, and new 
safety procedures were insti­
tuted" said Pennington.
Pennington also added  
that, “ this is a community 
where students should always 
feel welcomed to learn, study, 
and to socialize with others. 
Any actions that thwart those 
efforts are unacceptable and 
will not be tolerated."
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9/17/01- A maintenance 
supervisor reported 
leaving her keys 
unattended on a table in 
a lounge in Blanton 
Hall during a meeting.
She discovered the keys 
were missing when she 
returned.
9/16/01 - Officer 
discovered a parked car 
with door lock damage in 
lot 21. A check revealed 
the car had been stolen 
in Newark. Newark police 
were contaced.
9/13/01 - Officer 
conviscated marajuana 
from a car in lot 
28. Two males were 
arrested and charged 
with possession of a 
controlled dangerous 
substance.
9/13/01 - A male 
riding a bicyle spit 
on a police car and 
continued to ride away 
when asked to stop. He 
was stopped on Clove 
Road and charged with 
disorderly conduct.
9/12/01 - Officer 
discovered a car in 
lot 28 with its 
passenger window broken, 
door lock damage, and 
stereo missing.
9/12/01 - A female 
reported that she parked 
her car in lot 22 and 
returned to discover it 
was misisng.
9/12/01 - Officer noticed 
a car in lot 22 with 
its doors unlocked and 
steering damage. A check 
revealed it had been 
stolen in Secaucus.
Firefighters and police officers from the Essex and Union County 
areas have volunteered their time to help in the investigation 
of the World Trade Center attack. 12 firefighters from North 
Caldwell left Just New Jersey just minutes after the attack, and 
only one made it back home. Newark's arson squad was 
deployed to work with the New York police's detective office 
to assist in the investigation. The Irvington Fire Department also 
responded.
In an attempt to attract quality businesses or national chain 
stores, the Dr. King Plaza in East Orange is getting a face 
lift. A groundbreaking ceremony to begin construction took 
place Monday. The plaza, which includes a five-story residential 
development with commercial stores on the ground level, is at 
Main and North Harrison streets. The project will take 12 to 14 
months to complete.
Now that East Orange has recovered from near financial 
disaster, the state Local Finance Board has voted to end two 
years of fiscal supervision and its allowing the city's elected 
officials to resume taking care of their own budgetary affairs.
It's taken more than three-and-a-half years to correct many 
problems, including extraordinarily low property tax collections, 
unrealistic budget projections, and poor cash flow.
Compiled from The Star Ledger by Valarie Harper
Dozens of military planes will be "forward deployed" as early as 
this morning in support of the president's objectives. A second 
deployment order, not yet issued, could Tbut the number of aircraft 
involved to more than 100 planes. President Bush is scheduled to 
have a speech today to explain to Americans "what it is we 
face and how we're going to have to face it." Among the 
aircrafts being deployed are F-15E and F-16 fighters and B-52 
bombers. Also likely to be deployed will be support planes such 
as AW ACS and others that can track objects and vehicles on 
the ground, and U-2 planes that can provide military surveillance. 
The United States already has stationed the aircraft carrier USS 
Enterprise in the Arabian Sea, and a third carrier -  the USS 
Theodore Roosevelt -  departed Norfolk, Virginia, on Wednesday. 
It is possible the Roosevelt and its support ships could be headed 
to the region. Some of the planes being deployed are tanker and 
supp ort aircraft to provide aerialrefueling for an "air bridge" to 
get the planes from the United States to the region.The additional 
aircraft would give Bush the maximum number of options should 
he decide to take any action against terrorists or their supporters. 
The Pentagon is not disclosing the exact destinations of the 
aircraft. Officials with individual units will be able to confirm they 
are being deployed, but not the locations. In the Gulf region, 
the US. has facilities for aircraft in Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia 
and Turkey.
Compiled from cnn.com by Lillian M  Aleman
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passed.
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were appropriated a trip  to 
Puerto Rico for a leadership 
conference.
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“Room of Pos
Faculty Lab Opened in College Hall
By Ann Lynch 
StaffWriter
Last Monday afternoon a new 
Faculty/Staff Development Lab had 
its grand opening In room 123 In Col­
lege Hall. The lab was once a space 
devoted to software training.
The opening, which took, place 
from 4-6p.m„ featured a hands-on 
demonstration of the various hard­
ware and software packages the 
Lab offers as well as presentations 
by MSU facu lty  m em ber Susana 
Juniu and the Center for Pedagogy’s 
Susan Amirian.
The lab, also called "The Room 
of Possiblilites" features digital scan­
ners, digital still cameras, a digital
video camera, the latest web page 
authoring, graphics production, and 
multimedia software.
This new room offers the services of 
two full-time technology consultants 
Peter Campbell and Shunfa Li who 
help the faculty effectively integrate 
technology into their classrooms.
Campbell says the lab's purpose 
is "to  demonstrate to the faculty 
how technology can dramatically 
improve teaching and learning as 
well as provide hands-on training 
for faculty members on how to use 
hardware and software."
When asked about the long-term 
possibilities of the new lab, Campbell 
said “ultimately we would like to see 
ourselves as a vital part of teaching 
and learning on campus."
Faculty members begin working alongside fu ll-tim e technology 
consultants on various programs now available in the New Staff/Faculty 
Development Lab in College Hall room 123.
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Question & Answer
Hometown Heroes
A Conversation With Paul Ciardino and Christopher Vidro on Their Role With 
Helping Rescue Efforts Last Tuesday in the WTC Tragedy
Inbal Kahanov: For you, much ¡s bigger than us, this is bigger than 
like everyone else, it was probably everybody, 
just a regular day, and then you get
the call. What was going through Vidro: We just followed the group, 
your mind the moment the call came He was driving so I was just looking 
through? out the window. We turn the comer
and said “wow, the smoke is really 
Officer Vidro: It’s pretty unreal, getting a lot thicker and closer." I 
You hear it on the radio, you hear mean, the next thing you know, the 
everything just going off and every- streets are starting to get a little more 
thing's happening pretty quick one dirty, and then it was just ash. 
thing after another. First there was
one tower, then the next tower, then |K: What was taking p lace at 
the Pentagon, and then, a ll of a Stivison High School that required 
sudden you get called in, and you your assistance? 
think “okay, I’ve got to go in there.”
G iardino: Stivison High School 
O fficer G iardino: I was driving was being used as a control center, 
in the car, and it cam e over the it was a place where predomi- 
Howard Stern show, and it sounded nantly police officers. New York City 
unrealistic to me. So, I turned to an police department, and Emergency 
AM news station and heard it. I drove Services Units were com ing to get 
up to the parking lot, and now, not briefed. Guys were sitting on the 
only am I hearing it, I’m seeing it, ground a lready, and it had only 
because from a couple of the top been a few hours, exhausted. When 
parts you can see out. The first thing we first got there, there was nothing 
I did was I told the boss because I going on, believe it or not. They 
wanted him to see it. He said “if we were concerned about the structural 
get the ca ll for help, I want to go integrity of buildings that were near 
send out some people.” And I said there. They already lost a consider- 
“Oh, I'd love to go." It sounded like able number of their own people, 
something that I should do. And I We ended up setting up stuff. Trucks 
went back outside thinking it's not came up with generators, ice, water, 
going to happen, I mean, we’re busy food, bagels. In the hallways of the 
as it is up here still with the beginning school they were doing m edica l 
of school. Then I was called in. treatment for firefighters and police
officers who had been injured, it 
IK: What were some of the things was a pretty crazy scene: people 
you were seeing as you were driving in and out a lot. Everywhere you 
in towards it? turn police officers and firemen. You
can't imagine that the city has that 
Giardino: The first thing we saw, many, but they do. 
when we got on Route 3, were the
digital signs that they put on the side IK: What specific role were you 
of the road that usually say things playing in the help effort? 
like “construction, stay left." Well,
they had changed the sign and it Giardino: A lot of supportive stuff 
read: “ New York C ity closed.” basically. I didn’t think we’d even 
That was it. It d idn ’t say Lincoln get that close. It was so soon that 
Tunnel closed, it said New York City, we got there, that they still wanted 
We approached an em pty Lincoln bodies down close. Just to have 
Tunnel Toll Plaza, with no one around people, support, people to move 
but a dozen police officers standing things. We helped carry big jugs of 
around out there. It was stuff you'll water, lights, setting up generators, 
never see aga in  in our life . We They were using their own people 
stopped there and in the Lincoln and us as support people.
Tunnel you can usually see, and it
was just smoke now. We pulled up IK: Since there was a lack of real 
and I knew one of the Port Authority precedent of a similar situation and 
police officers so I talked to him. We tactics for handling it, how organized 
got there early, betw een tw elve were the help efforts? 
and 1 o'clock, so he said they need
help down in Styvesant High School. Giardino: You know, that police 
They sent some people from NJ Fire department gets a bad rap all the 
Departments, some EMS, and then time. But, they’ve got 30,000 cops, 
there were a handful of cops. That and I swear every one of them was 
ride, boy, it was som ething else, there. We were in that school, we 
Finally we were on 9th Avenue and were in that auditorium  and they 
not really many cars on the road, started screaming out “all the ser- 
a lot of people walking up the side- geants,” and all the guys came up to 
walks, people screaming and cheer- the front. They got their instructions, 
ing and waving at all the police cars got their groups, got into the comer 
fly ing by. As you got closer and of the room and talked about what 
closer, it was going through my head: their plan was and they broke out 
“did we make the right decision?" and went. I don't know if it was by 
I mean, we’re here to help but this accident or on purpose, but the New
By Inbal Kahanov
York City police and the fire depart- fell, it was kind of touch and go as to 
ment and the EMS, they deserve all what anyone could do. And, there's 
the credit in the world because that fear in everyone, but everyone's 
is b igger than life the whole thing trying to be brave at the same time, 
that happened, and they m ade it And once that building fell down, I 
work. think that relieved everyone's pres­
sure as to what to be scared about.
IK: People here were sitting at
home or in their rooms watching the IK: I assume that in situations like 
news, or listening to the radio, and this, a major part of the work is just 
receiving what was, a lot of the time, instinct that kicks in. But, did you 
unclear information and specula- have any moments where you could 
tion as to w hat was happening, really sit down and think about what 
How accurately were you receiving was happening? 
information?
Giardino: It was an adrenaline 
Vidro: There was a lot of uncer- kind of thing. When I got home, I was 
ta in ty  down a t ground zero. We full of sensory overload. Actually, 
had gotten about a block away and my emotions and the whole thing 
we were looking to see what was cam e out, believe it or not, this past 
going. Just when we had gotten Friday. My wife had gone to work, 
down there, they had started to and I was home alone, and I turned 
move all personnel back. They had on the TV. A ll of a sudden, what 
determined by that time that building it looked like, to put together the 
seven had taken on so much fire pictures on the TV and the people's 
dam age that it was leaning. And reports and to me standing across 
they didn’t know if it was going to the street from it, that's what really 
go in 15 minutes, or it could have a ffe c ted  me em otiona lly . I was 
gone the next day. So they pushed pretty upset for a while. But, I got 
us about a b lock and a half, two over it because I know we did what 
blocks back. we could, and I know those guys in
New York City worked harder than 
Giardino: It was everybody. They they ever worked, 
were backing fire trucks back, run­
ning over their own hoses, moving IK: Taking this week in retrospect, 
equipm ent and everything back, how different are the images and 
They d idn 't know what was going the emotions now from that day? 
to happen. They knew there was a
problem, but they weren't going to Vidro: I don’t know. I know for 
risk anymore people going in. We me personally, I’m okay. I couldn't 
were hearing rumors. There was one imagine being this close and doing 
guy who said “ I heard they hit the nothing. It’s something we had to do. 
capital with a plane.” When you're I try not to watch the news reports 
down there you don't have TV, and too much anymore. Because, if I see 
some guys had radios on, but you people ta lking about losing loved 
rea lly  don ’t have rad io . A ll you ones, it just all comes back, and I 
have is what's spreading around in can’t take too much more of it. 
groups. It's just that a lot of people
were overwhelmed with what had Giardino: Putting together being 
happened. there  and the w eek th a t past in
between is impossible. I think if I 
IK: On the news, reporters men- would have sim ply w atched it on 
tioned that people were being evac- TV and wasn’t there, I think I’d have 
uated and constantly pushed back a totally different perspective on it. 
away from the scene. How often I know I would. When they show 
were you being moved? scenes on TV, I think it’s easier for me
to handle. Saying that I was there, 
Giardino: When we got there, and I know what it took and I was in 
we walked down to the scene and front of these people. It makes me 
we were pretty close. And we were connect to it in that it's real. It's not 
down there for a while, and then a movie. This isn’t something like 
they moved us back about a block, for the people in Nebraska who just 
Everybody, we're all creeping back, see it on TV, It happened right here. I 
Nobody wants to. Everybody wants know it happened. I was there. I saw 
to be a part of it, wants to do some- it. I touched it. I still have my shoes 
thing, wants to help. And then, I at home which I never cleaned off. 
guess, they got word that it was more They still have dust from  w alking  
serious, and we had to ge t back through it all over. I guess I have 
even further. So, they pushed us a piece of it that can make it seem 
even further back. Once the building more real. It's something I had to 
went down, almost instantly, we went do. Every single New York City police 
back to the high school, and they o ffice r tha t we bum ped into said 
had their crews suiting up with the thank you for com ing. Just being 
respirators, and their equipment, and there in general, even if we did noth- 
boxes. They'd have those crews out ing, just for those guys, knowing that 
as fast as they could load a dozen they're not alone, that there's plenty 
on a truck. Before building seven of people to help was enough.
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Teacher Evaluations 
Soon To Be Online
By John Regan 
StaffWriter
Until recently our student written 
teacher evaluations have served 
two purposes, enabling a student's 
perspective of a teacher’s ability for 
the administration and as a construc­
tive tool for a professor's professional 
development.
In accordance with team MSYOU 
campaign promises, plans are under 
way to evolve this process into an 
open-ended forum to be published 
on an SGA sponsored website. Thus, 
all students will have the opportunity 
to evaluate and read student evalu­
ations of professors before register­
ing.
"The website would give stu­
dents the chance to look at each 
class they plan to take and access a 
database of comments from other 
students about each professor,” said 
SGA Vice President Chris Fitzpatrick.
The website would further benefit 
the university in that the administra­
tion would be fo rced  to adhere 
to the calling of the students and 
revaluate their staff based upon the 
now vocal student perspective.
The SGA hopes their perspective 
website would similarly enable stu­
dents to have know ledge of the 
course and professor before regis­
tering. Adm ittedly the road to a 
teacher evaluation website is not 
with out obstacles.
The issue of censorship within stu­
dent comments to be posted needs 
to be addressed. Both Fitzpatrick 
and George Mesias SGA Secretary 
and Webmaster suggested a com­
mittee could be designed to ensure 
the evaluations barred slanderous 
comments predicated upon race, 
sex, religion, or ethnicity.
Several other universities have 
taken a similar step with their evalu­
ations into the information super­
highway, most notably Princeton 
University, North Western University, 
and the University of Minnesota.
"In the past if we wanted to learn 
about a course or professor before 
registering we would have to find a 
classmate who had enrolled in the 
class before and hope their single 
opinion would offer some advice. 
Then came the Internet, ready to be 
exploited to educate and empower 
the masses," said the students of 
Information Technology at the Uni­
versity of Minnesota when they gave 
their mission statement for their 
teacher evaluation website.
The progress of the project is within 
the "feasibility stages," said Mesias. 
The SGA would like to have the site 
up by spring registration, though they 
set the end of the academic year as 
a final goal for completion.
Presently the SGA has set an E-mail 
address: sgaevals@hotmail.com , 
for concerns and student written 
teacher evaluations for the site.
Movin'On Out
PHOTO COURTESY OF LIZBETH VICTORERO
Students celebrated graduating from Montclair State University at 
the Fall Commencement, which was held last Friday, September 
14, 2001 at the Memorial Auditorium here on campus.
$10 To Place Personal Regarding 
WTC and Pentagon Disaster
Express Your Sympathy, Your Patriotism Even Your Anger...
(fm  profanity please)
All submissions senMo:
The Montdarion C/O Jim
Request must be received by noon
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the re lie f o f those affected by this disaster
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MSU Makes Prayer a Campus-Wide Event
Students Gather to Pray for Victims of Terrorist Violence
MIKE CAFARO/ THE MONTCLARION
Two students hold candles and solemnly remember the 
victims o f the violent terrorist act that shocked the MSU 
community and the nation. The candlelight vigil was 
just one o f the ways the MSU community was helping 
students cope with the unexpected terrorist act.
By Simona Kogan 
Feature Editor
■  n Tuesday September 11 th, Am erica was thrown into turmoil with the worst act of 
terrorism in U.S. History. But back at 
the MSU campus, the air was calm 
and the students were peacefu l 
as that night hands gripped hands 
and fingers intertwined in a campus 
wide prayer that brought over 100 
students together in Bohn/Blanton 
Quad.
While some students w atched 
television for more news on the situa­
tion, and stood on lines to phone wor­
ried family members, other students 
scurried to organize a prayer in 
order to help comfort the students 
of MSU.
“ We w anted to show people 
that God is alive and he wants our 
attention and tha t there is some 
hope," said sophomore Lisa Fidanza, 
a member of Intervarsity Christian 
Fellowship.
Intervarsity and fellow Christian 
group Chi Alpha quickly made flyers 
fo place all over campus, but could 
not take the credit for organizing 
fhe event.
“God basically used us to make 
flyers," said Fidanza, "We just got 
people to come. It was God's 
doing."
The idea came to the two groups 
that day after they heard that many 
churches in N.Y. were holding prayer 
nights for the family members and 
friends of victims in the World Trade 
Center incident. The groups came 
together quickly and m ade flyers, 
welcom ing students to join them 
in w hat they hoped would be a 
campus wide prayer.
“ I didn’t know what to expect,"
said Intervarsity President Bill Kamps, 
“ We just knew this was something 
people needed to be at. If we had 
10 people, we had 10. But when I saw 
close to 100,1 was amazed."
Kamps had a right to be amazed. 
Students of all faiths and backgrounds 
gathered between Bohn and Blanton 
Hall that night to share their thoughts, 
comfort each other, and search for 
God's presence. The circle of stu­
dents holding hands grew from 20 
students to 50 to more then 100 as 
many students continued to ask to be 
let in as the night went on.
Various students led prayers 
throughout the circle, searching for a 
sign from God or Jesus, or fheir own 
way to grieve. Some mentioned their 
undying devotion to God and their 
faith, while others prayed that the 
missing would be found and that 
families would be reunited with lost 
loved ones.
"That’s ultimately w hat prayer 
is," said Kamps, "You don 't need a 
gigantic amount of faith. You don’t 
have to have all the answers to pray.
I believe God accepts you as who 
you are."
Most students were very comfort­
able with the mention of God and 
their faith. The night becam e uni­
fied; a place where it didn’t matter 
what religion a person was or even 
if a particular person had a belief 
in God.
Said Kamps "It was good for two 
reasons. One, people need cartharsis, 
just from fhe build up of the day. They 
need that emotional release."
Kamps also mentioned that the 
night was a beautiful night for com­
munication, whether it was with your 
fe llow  student or w ith God. This 
“ catharsis" and "com m unication" 
became so strong and powerful that 
it brought many students to tears. 
The night was very open, with no set 
limitations.
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dlelight vigil was held in honor of 
the people who suffered in the ter­
rorist violence. Courtney Benjamin, 
a resident manager a t the Clove 
Road Apartments, was in charge 
of coming up with candles for stu­
dents. Not expecting such the 
huge turnout the prayer received,
Benjamin only cam e up w ith 80 
candles. Students had to share 
candles with other students, but did 
not mind as they stood for a moment 
of silence to remember the victims.
Said Turner "The whole night was 
just amazing."
MSU Gives Back with
By Tina Snyder 
Assistant Feature Editor
« any w a tch  the news and read the papers, staring in helpless disbelief a t the 
images of New York City. Many are 
crying out because they don 't know 
how they can help. They only feel 
their hearts breaking to reach out 
and be of some use. The outpour 
of workers and people who have 
responded has been overwhelm­
ing. Now there is a chance for stu­
dents and faculty at MSU to become 
involved as they join the nation in 
staying strong and benefit the Ameri­
can Red Cross with "Project Give," 
the New York City Relief Fund.
Although it began on September 
13, Project Give will extend through 
the weeks to come. Between 
the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. dona­
tion tables will be set up in the Stu­
dent Center Lobby, the Commuter
Lounge, and the Center for Commu­
nity-Based Learning, located in Room 
338 of Morehead Hall. These tables 
will be able to receive money gifts in 
order to help the Red Cross obtain the 
needed supplies for people related to 
this tragedy. Suggested donation is one 
dollar, although gifts of any size will be 
appreciated. In return for 
the donors' generosity, 
the person will receive a 
ribbon to wear so they 
can show their support for 
victims, families, friends, 
and rescuers involved in 
this disaster.
This project is being 
sponsored by the Presi­
dential Leaders Program, 
the Center for Community- 
Based Learning, the Office 
of Student Activities, and by 
Talley's Trophy in Little Falls. Robert 
Vincent, Graduate Assistant for Student 
Leadership, and Carolyn Velchik, Under­
graduate Intern for Student Leader­
ship, are heading this p ro ject first­
hand. Along with other volunteers) they
are both at the tables collecting 
donations, which in the matter of 
three days had all ready totaled 
over $3,000.
“Students have been so 
receptive it's amazing! They have 
really pulled together and helped 
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the Red Cross 
Fund, having col­
lected large amounts 
o f m oney from fe llow  
organizations in a small amount 
of time.
In unity with “ Project Give," 
the Health and Wellness Center 
is also displaying the "Fabric of
Freedom" cloth. Students are given 
the chance to write down state­
ments and share their feelings on this 
quilt-like memorial for fhe victims of 
fhe World Trade Center, as well as 
about the overall tragedy itself.
Sheri Mann, senior and member 
of Sigma Gamma Rho, Inc. states 
that "We are trying to get all students 
and faculty involved by telling us 
how they feel, and this cloth, which 
stands for unity, strength, and resolve 
in the hearts of MSU, will be displayed 
around the Student Center."
Students living through this horrific 
event who are not sure how to think 
or feel can now do something to 
pierce this darkness with a ray of light. 
By individually showing support and 
giving donations, they are uniting 
together to help the nation stand 
strong and proud in the midst of 
hardship, which is truly w hat the 
heart of America has always been 
about.
As of Tuesday, “Project Give" has 
collected over $4,000.
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“O n the m orning ofTues. Sept. 11, the people trapped inside the 
W orld Trade Center experienced horror beyond belief. Ever since then, 
their frien ds a n d  loved ones have been experiencing a  different k in d  o f  
horror, the horror o f  uncertainty. C ontinuing (an d  dw indling) hope 
th a t someone m ay s till be alive. Worry th a t the body m ay never be 
recovered. Fear th a t they m ay n ot even be able to f in d  enough evidence 
to m atch D N A  from  a  h air brush. This horror o f  uncertainty w ill be 
continuing fo r  some tim e to  com e.’' »
—  Professor Linda Tappin, Mathematics
“ Obviously this was a 
horrible day for our country. 
It s scary to think that some­
thing like this can happen. 
It is something we all have 
to face and pull together. I 
think its time for the rest of 
us to pull together and say, 
‘this is wrong’.”
—  Dr. Karen Pennington 
V.P. of Student Affairs
'Everybody has a story. You 
ta lk  to anyone and  alm ost 
everybody knows somebody 
who knows somebody who was 
there. \  s , ' /
^ R a ch el Kleiner, freshman
“A week later as we prepare for war, my real belief is that it s very hard to get to peace through war
because every death results in someone who wants to revenge that death.
—  James Harris, Associate Dean o f Students
“This has to be one o f  the m ost unbelievable a n d  horrible things to 
happen to the U .S. since Pearl H arbor. M y hopes a n d  prayers go ou t to  
the people who lost their loved ones. ”
—  Dan Sutton, sophomore
“M y n ex t door 
neighbor, his w ife a n d  
tw o children sa t down  
a n d  decided to create 
a  9 1 1  box, a  memory 
box, tim e capsule. In 
it, they’re p u ttin g  the 
su itcase w ith  ashes, 
the e-m ails they were
“There is only one long-term antidote 
to hatred and unreason, and that is 
education. We seek the understand-stin ks. You re th e presiden t, do som eth in g forth  during the day o f
from  the heart!” kn o w le d g e  th a t CTlClbleS US are you  okay! are you
^  °  .  . j  okay?’ a n d  the fro n t
—  Kristen Faison, freshmen to p n a  our common humanity, and page o f  the newspaper.
to communicate it to others. Our 
university stands as one o f thoseplaces
“It is devastating to see an empty space in the N .Y .C.» • • »
skyline. That was the signature o f our country. I never SOCieiy.
thought I would see som ething like this during my ---- President Cole
lifetime. It really opens your «yes. My heart goes out to 
everyone who lost a loved one in this horrific tragedy.”
—  Katherine Ellsworth, sophomore
I t ’s a  g o o d  w a y  fo r  
closure I  guess. ”
—  Dr. Mary Lou 
West, Math &  Physics
2001 Commencement Exercises
“M y fr ie n d  is a cop in  N . Y. H e to ld  m e th a t he could hear a  police  
wom an scream ing through the police radio. She was screaming, H elp  
m e! H elp m e!’ because the buildings w erefalling on top o f  her. Then the 
radio w en t off. H e doesn’t  know  w h a t happened to her. ”
—  Leslie Vargas, sophomore
“I t’s h a rd  to  m ake th is speech w hen our 
nation is on the brink o f  war. ”
— Amanda Gildersleeve, junior, giving speech at 
Peace Rally, September 18th
“ For the first time, I understand what my grandfather understood when he 
heard about Pearl Harbor. It’s like a piece o f you has just been taken away 
and you have this desire to defend your nation. IVe always had this respect for 
patriotism, but now I can understand why people felt it.”
“I  th ink people are trying to sweep i t  under the rug too quick an d  
I  th in k there’s people ou t there righ t now  who haven’t  kept up w ith  the 
governm ent an d  they ju s t have an opinion abou t everything. ”
-— Jason Poland, junior
“Ultimately, however, we need to 
continue with our lives and that means 
continuing, the educational process 
as soon as possible so that we can 
provide the educational citizenry that 
is the basis o f the m ost open and 
compassionate society the world has 
ever known.”
—  Dick Lynde, Provost
— Bill Kamps, junior
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How to Deal With 
Trauma-Related Stress
In the Aftermath of the Unexpected 
Events, MSU Students and Staff Learn 
To Grieve and Lead Normal Lives
By Ben Brennen
Courtesy of the Psychology Department
Disbelief, den ia l, numbness, fear, anger, sadness, panic, guilt, despair, shock, confu­
sion, and depression are all common 
emotional reactions to traum atic 
events that bring sudden and /o r 
potential loss.
The loss can be in many forms 
including, but not lim ited to life, 
health, sense of safety, m aterial 
possessions etc. You or others may 
experience many different feelings 
at the same time.
Some people may try to cope 
with negative feelings by acting out
(drinking or other drug use, social 
withdrawal, excessive or risky behav­
iors, fighting, inappropriate humor, 
etc.).
Usually, the intensity o f one's 
emotional reaction to the trauma 
will diminish over time. The length of 
time can range from days to months 
to even years in some cases.
Here are some helpful things to 
do in order to cope with feelings of 
sadness, fear, and uncertainty:
Encourage people to return to 
their scheduled activities as soon 
as they feel ready; normal routines 
give perspective to the lives of those 
affected by the trauma and minimize 
the chances of creating additional 
problems later on down the line.
Listen to those who need to talk 
about their feelings and reactions.
Beyond the Dust
Dealing with the WTC Tragedy 
from a Business Perspective
ByAsafKahanov
StaffWriter
*he Twin Towers were deliber­ately named "the World Trade Center"because they were 
indeed the international symbol 
of capitalism. Many people have 
had their hopes concern ing  a 
resurgence in the U.S. economy 
crumble when these once giant 
towers collapsed, leaving a shroud 
of dust all over Wall Street. While 
it may be hasty and pretentious to 
attempt to forecast the economic 
effects resulting from the out­
rageous atrocity that occurred 
last week, one must consider the 
potential ramifications.
The accepted assumption for 
the short-term in such cases is 
that stock markets would suffer 
heavy losses and that there would 
be panicked flocking after invest­
ments in gold and oil.
The common wisdom of such a 
scenario sees the dollar weakening 
(in contradiction to the current 
strong dollar policy adopted by 
the U.S. government). The difficult
task lies in predicting the long-term 
circumstances that would follow.
At this point, there are two ways 
of looking at future developments; 
either in a negative or positive 
light.
Pessimists cla im  tha t a fore­
casted decline in stock prices and 
a spiraling cost of raw materials 
may have a lasting im pact way 
beyond the short-term horizon.
Moreover, they claim that wide 
spread panic can cause many 
negative economic repercussions 
that would take years to erase.
Many of the financial firms have 
jumped on the pessimists' band­
wagon and have forecasted a 
turn for the worse.
Such negative attitudes and 
speculations are not helpful, espe­
c ia lly  in an econom y tha t has 
been tentatively walking a tight­
rope lately. The fragile state of 
our economy, which seems to be 
treading between slowed growth 
and recession, may be unbal­
anced as a result of these self- 
fulfilling prophecies of doom.
Alexander Paris, president of 
the C hicago-based Barrington 
Research, which provides analysis 
for institutional investors, remarked,
See "BUSINESS" on p. 11
Don't try to make others feel better, 
allow them to have their own emo­
tional reactions.
Reassure them that their emo­
tions are normal reactions to 
an extremely abnor­
mal event. Don't 
condone anyone's 
acting out behavior 
if it is destructive 
towards themselves 
or others.
Talking about your 
own feelings and 
reactions through 
sharing stories w ith 
others that have been 
affected can be an 
im portan t part of 
dealing with extreme trauma.
It is not uncommon and it is often 
helpful to express a full range of 
feelings one has towards what has 
happened to themselves and others.
Some people may need some 
time alone. However, they should 
be discouraged from spending large 
blocks of time alone or focusing all 
of their thoughts on the traumatic 
event.
Strive to under­
stand what the 
trauma means to 
yourself . and 
others.
D is c o u ra g e  
rumors by refrain­
ing from specula­
tion and only give 
out inform ation 
you know is con­
firmed by official 
sources.
Encourage those in need of per­
sonal assistance to absent them­
selves from regularly scheduled 
events, in order to seek appropriate 
help
66 T a lk in g  a b o u t  yo ur
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THROUGH SHARING STO­
RIES WITH OTHERS...CAN 
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L a North Jersey Center For Reproductive Endocrinology And Fertility
EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE  
ENDOCRINOLOGY A N D  FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG 
DONORS OF ALL EHTNIC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 21-32.
AS A N  EGG DONOR, YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD 
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.
RESIDENTS OF NEW  JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE 
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAM E ON IT, 
ADDRESS A N D  DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.
AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE, 
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $5.000.00.
For more information on our egg. donor program call 
(973) 470-0303  
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST 
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303 
FAX# (973) 516-0455
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“We've said tha t the econom y 
was vulnerable to a shock, and 
this,Is certainly a shock.” He added 
that, "This could push us into nega­
tive growth."
Kevin Logan, an economist for 
Dresdner Kleinwort Wasserstein, 
said, “There will be no regular 
business here anymore."
I am an optim ist by nature. 
Therefore, I advocate following the 
positions held by market optimists:
One must distinguish between 
a one-time occurrence and an 
extended war. Even though we 
keep hearing news flashes claim­
ing that the recent assault on the 
US people and economy was an 
act of war, we are not really there 
yet.
As a nation, we have suffered 
an appalling tragedy but this is a 
singular event that has occurred 
on our soil. Despite all the accom ­
panying pain, grief and resultant 
destruction, there should be no 
long-term effect although there 
may be a short-term conse­
quence.
One can actua lly  com pare  
this event to a big earthquake in 
regard to its economic impact.
Nevertheless, this event d id 
occur in the center of the world's 
strategic financial center; this will 
a ffect the financial system for a 
while and may cause inefficien­
cies to occur for the next couple 
of months. Things will rebound and 
this event will not cause a lasting 
recession.
The only occurrence that will 
cause a recession would be if a 
large num ber of peop le  would 
cease investing money in our econ­
omy and ca p ita l formations. In 
order for this not to happen, the 
nation as a whole must bear the 
burden of acting, responsibly in 
order to retain the economy on an 
enduring even keel.
Therefore, the governm ent is 
playing a major role in helping its 
citizens gain con fidence  in the 
economy. To help citizens invest 
the hoped for funds, Congress has 
just passed a resolution that will 
cause $40 billion to flow into the 
U.S. economy.
Alan Greenspan and the Fed­
eral Reserve Bank also have a similar 
responsibility and thus, we can 
expect a cut in interest rates in order 
to encourage more investing and 
consumption rather than savings, 
which removes money from the 
economic cycle.
We have united as a nation 
during this past week and share 
the responsibility to maintain and 
stimulate our economy to the ben­
efit of the counfry and the world, 
particularly during these volatile 
times.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER 
894 V a lley Road U pper M o n tc la ir
msu aa@hotmail.com
WELLNESS SERVICES
M EETING  EVERY TUESDAY, 5:30 PM
The Art of Bellydance
By Rachel Warshawski
StaffWriter
I f the movie Moulin Rouge comes to mind when you think about belly dancing, think again. Although 
during one period in time, hoochie 
coochie, like belly dance, shocked 
many because of its sexual nature, 
belly dance, unlike hoochie coochie. 
does not have only a sexual con­
notation.
Belly dancing is an artform that 
has been shared through many 
generations and ages. This artform 
was best exemplified on Wednesday, 
September 12, by Jennifer Ferraro, 
the featured belly dancer appearing 
at “The Sacred Art of Bellydancing,” 
a class held in the Student Center as 
part of "Survivor September."
Ferraro explained the origins of 
the Middle Eastern artform. Belly 
dance celebrates the cycle of life 
and death. It is used to worship 
goddesses, show respect, and help 
crops grow.
The belly dance is performed to 
unite the celebration, entertainment, 
sensuality, and sexuality of life.
This exotic oriental dance came 
from the Victorian era. Just as 
the dancers of the Moulin Rouge 
shocked their generation, this dance 
shocked all.
'Sports Illustrated Festival, 10a.m.-4p.m. SC Quad 
*Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7:30p.m. SC 411 
'Campus Safety, 3:30p.m. Freeman Hall Kopps Lounge
Most belly dancers were lower 
class and orginally provided 
dance  in exchange for money.
With time, there was change 
in the dance. The body became 
one with the soul. In the early years 
dancing was only for women and 
it was women of all ages and sizes. 
The rounder the woman was, the 
better the dance was. It was said 
that the belly dancer must have 
something to dance with and more 
hips created better dance. In the 
M'rddle East, there were nq perfect 
body types. The best dancers were 
heavy and older. They could dance 
at any age.
Ferraro danced the dance of 
circle, isolating herself from every­
one. She created a softness within 
the room. There was no rhythm and 
no melody. The only movement 
came from her hips and the center 
of her body.
The even t had a successful 
turnout. Freshman Gabby Osmak 
described her experience.
“ I am a very ac tive  student 
on campus...l figured it would be 
interesting to come and see what 
belly dancing was all about."
Ferraro showed the students 
how fun, sexy, and passionate belly 
dancing can be.
Describes Feraro enthusiasti­
cally, “ It’s funky. It's like nothing 
else."
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'SGA/Organization Club Open House, 8p.m.-12p.m. SC Annex 0
'Football Game and Pre-GameTailgate Party, 12p.m. Sprague Field
22
'G loba l Fashion Show, M em orial Auditorium
23
'YTi&A/Jau 24
'Jew ish S tudent'U nion, 5-6p.m . SC 123 Q
*"So You Think They are Your Friends?,” 7p.m .G C Ballroom s
'L.A.S.O., 3:30p.m. SC Cafe C 
'S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S, 7:30-9:30p.m. SC 417 
'O.S.A.U., 7:30p.m. SC Cafe C 
'C.L.U.B. Event Outkast, 8p.m.
'Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fall Concert, 8p.m. McEachern Hall
'C.A.R.I.B.S.O. Meeting, 4p.m. SC Café C 
'Médiéval Society Meeting,. 4p.m. SC 418 
'MSA Meeting, 4p.m. SC 416 
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Thinking About 
Becoming Greek?
Rushing, Pledging - 
Everything You Need to Know
By Erica Manen 
StaffWriter
A  new academ ic  year has 
started and that means that 
/  \ th e  school is plastered with 
flyers that have strange looking sym­
bols on them. You see these same 
symbols on boards all over campus 
and people are 
even wearing 
them. But w hat 
are they? What do 
they mean?
These symbols 
are Greek letters 
that represent the 
various fraternities 
and sororities on 
ou.r cam pus. The 
peop le  wearing 
them are members 
of the different organizations.
The boards and flyers are used to 
advertise for the organization and 
any upcoming events they may be 
having. Advertising helps a ttrac t 
potential rushes.
For those of you who don 'f know, 
a rush is anyone interested in joining 
in or pledging a Greek organization.
To find ouf about an organization, 
a person must partake in the rush
process. This is different for the four 
national sororities, but for fhe rest of 
the organizations, rushing consists 
of attending mixers (free parties), 
interest meetings, and the final rush.
Through the rush process, poten­
tial members get a chance to know 
about the organization and its exist­
ing members. They contact the orga­
nization they are interested in.,’and if 
all goes well, a bid, an invitdtion by 
an organization to 
the pledge, is given 
by the members of 
the sorority or frater­
nity to the potential 
brother or sister.
If the bid is 
accepted, the pro­
cess of pledging 
begins. During’ this 
process, the poten­
tial new member 
learns the history, 
traditions, and rituals of the organiza­
tion. ■
In addition to this, he or she also 
learns all about the individual mem­
bers in depth and vice versa.
When the pledge process is com­
pleted, the potential member crosses 
over and becomes a new brother or 
sister of their chosen organization.
‘ The pledging process varies in 
length, with content specific to each
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TO KNOW ABOUT THE 
ORGANIZATION AND ITS 
EXISTING MEMBERS. 99
organization. The purpose, regardless 
of the organization, is to educate 
the potential new members.
The national sororities have a 
different rush process. Their process 
is known as formal rush, and as such, 
is overseen by the National Panhel- 
lenic Board..Only the national sorori­
ties may rush through this process. A 
formal rush takes place at a speci­
fied time and da te  and must be 
attended in order to 
pledge in a national 
sorority.
The four national 
sororities ate Delta 
Phi Epsilon, Phi Sigma 
Sigma, Sigma Sigma 
Sigma, and Sigma 
Delta Tau.
The other four 
sororities. Alpha lota 
Chi, Delta Xi Delta,
Sigma Delta’Phi, and 
Theta Kappa Chi, 
are local sororities and their rush 
events consist of mixers, interest 
meetings, and.other such events.
Each organization has specific 
requirements in order to pledge.
For a fraternity, the rush must be 
male, unless that particular fraternity 
is co-ed. Sororities are strictly for 
women.
Some organizations will not
extend a bid to a first semester fresh­
man. Others have minimum GPA 
requirements. Still others require that 
the rush have a specific major.
Each organization is d ifferent 
and it is through the process of rush 
that a person interested in joining a 
fraternity or a sorority learns about 
these differences and chooses the 
organization that is the best match 
for them, >
The first 
month of the 
semester is trad i­
tionally rush. There 
are parties galore, 
flyers all over every­
thing, including, 
under doors every 
five minutes espe­
cially if you live in 
Bohn, and by now 
every organization 
seems to be the 
same.
However,, partic ipa ting  in rush 
allows a person to differentiate 
between the organizations as well 
as a chance to m eet many new 
people. It's a great experience even 
if you discover gôing Greek isn't for 
you. At thé very least, you learn what 
those strange symbols mean.
1
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informing MSUonthe issues 
affecting today's Latino Americans
What’s In a Name?
Latino Americans Want to Put an 
End to the Confusion
By Edgardo Santos 
StaffWriter
Names. They can tell a lot about a person. They are very important, especially when 
referring to a group of people.
In this day and age, when every­
one is trying to be politically correct, 
there appears to be some confusion 
about what the correct way. is o f 
referring fo the Spanish-speaking 
people and their ancestors, south 
of the border.
The United States, with its many 
races and cultures, usually refers 
to its social rhakeup in generally 
stereotypical ways.
Some groups, such as Asians and 
Blacks, are seen as homogeneous, 
regardless of the origin of their differ­
ent members. The general feeling 
is thaf one single term addressing
everybody is more useful and less 
confusing.
What is the proper term: Latin, 
Latin Americans, Latinos, Mexican- 
American, Dominican-American, 
’Puerto Ricans on the M ainland, 
or Cuban-American? Such confu­
sion calls for some 
type of clarifica­
tion. The two 
most preferred 
and widely used 
terms are Hispanic 
and .Latino.
Hispanic is the 
term favored by 
conservatives, it 
is the term most 
used when the 
discussion is cen­
tered oh topics 
such as crime, education, . and 
health.
Bronx Borough President Fer­
nando Ferrer is Hispanic, as is the 
former Secretary of Energy Bill Rich­
ardson. The term Hispanic is also the 
term that the Federal Government 
uses when referring to the diverse 
ethnic minorities in the U.S., who 
havè ancestors south of thé border 
and in the Caribbean.
It was the term adopted by the 
U.S. government and 
the media as a result 
of Spanish-speaking 
peop le  becom ing 
political and eco­
nomic forces in the 
United States/ It 
described people in 
terms of their lan­
guage and cultural 
héritage.
Latino, on, the 
other hand, is the 
term favored by liber­
als. It is used when referring fo arfisfs 
and movie stars. Celia Cruz is Latina. 
Ricky Martin is Latino. The term 
Latino derives from the ethnic group 
itself and is preferred by arfisfs, com­
munity activists, and intellectuals. It 
emerges out of defiance, a sign of 
rebellion from years of stereotypes 
and from Anglo and Spanish oppres­
sion.
The distinction can sometimes 
be difficult to make, especially when 
one tries to make sense of the way 
the Spanish-speaking media uses 
these terms. When they-address their 
constituency, they refer to- them as 
Los Hispanos rather than Los Latinos, 
but when salsa, meringue and other 
forms o f dancing are referred to, 
Latino is used.
Although this and some other 
factors may add to the confusion 
as to. what term is politically correct, 
one thing is clear, both terms are 
interchangeable, since a Latino can 
be Hispanic and vice versa. In the 
end it's all up to the people who 
choose to use these terms. Which is 
the correct term? Whichever one 
you prefer.
!
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The Spanish Tavern is located 
at 103 McWhorter Street Newark NJ 
07105.
Mass Transportation
The restaurant is accessible by 
public transportation from the NJ 
Transit Bus No. 28 from this campus to 
Market Street in Downtown Newark 
to either NJ Transit Bus No. 25 or 1 
East bound to McCarter Highway 21 
South. For those driving, take Route 
3 East from the campus to Route 21 
South.
Make a left at McWhorter Street 
In Newark, and two blocks down the 
restaurant is on the left. Parking is 
available across the street.
Price Range
The standard cost of an enfree 
is $15.95 for meaf and vegetarian 
dishes, and $ 18.95 for seafood dishes. 
The cost of the appetizers are around 
$9.50. Drinks are usually $3.00 to $5.00 
for beer, glasses of wine, and frozen 
drinks. Coffee, espresso, and desserts 
cost up to $3.00.
T h e r e »
•
—
T h e r e L s
vs V o U u tte e v s
h o p e » o f  A m e r ic a ,
Find out how you can help. V o lu n teers
Call 1.800.899.0089 or visit fT  o fA m erica*
www.volunteersofamerica.org
There are no limits to caring.™ |
What’s on the Menu
The type of cuisine offered here is 
typical Spanish and Portuguese.
The appetizers include Cam a­
rones al Ajillo or Shrimp in Garlic 
Sauce, Vieras Rellenas or Scallops 
stuffed with crab meat, and Spicy 
Spanish Sausage.
The main courses include the 
famous Paella a La Valenciana, 
which is delicious Saffron rice mixed 
with various types of seafood with 
chicken.
There is also baked whole red 
snapper in lemon juice served with 
Spanish potatoes. For those who 
dislike seafood there are some great 
meat dishes, including Polio al Ajillo 
or chicken in garlic sauce, as well as 
Chuletas De Cordero or grilled rack 
of lamb. Vegetarians have one basic 
entree choice, paella vegetariana 
that is saffron rice or pasta mixed 
with a variety of vegetables. Drinks 
include Spanish and Portuguese 
wines as well as the famous Sangria, 
which Is a wine mixture. Desserts 
include the famous Flan al Carmelo, 
or Custard in caramel sauce and 
Arroz Con Leche (rice pudding).
Ambiance
Approaching the Spanish Tavern 
one appears to be approaching a 
Spanish colonial villa. Upon entering 
the restaurant, one goes through the 
bar, which has wooden floors and 
many varieties of liquor. On being
seated in the dining room there is 
a  very romantic atmosphere to the 
restaurant, with white tablecloths 
and the sounds of the Spanish guitar 
on the radio.
Thumbs Up, Thumbs 
Down
Among Newark restaurants The 
Spanish Tavern stands out among 
the best. The owners and waiters 
of the restaurant are friendly, the 
service Is quick and the food is greatl 
The appetizers are delicious and are 
large enough for fwo people. The 
Chicken in Garlic is fabulous. The 
Flan is gentle and sweet and among 
the best in all o f Ironbound. The 
restaurant Is definitely a place for all 
you gentlemen to take a date out 
on a romantic evening.
On a College 
Student’s Budget
The Spanish Tavern can be expen­
sive, but if one budgets carefully, 
one can spend no more than $40-50 
dollars. Those who can and want 
to spend more the Spanish Tavern 
is indeed a worthwhile experience 
and can be for anyone who chooses 
to dine a t this wonderful Spanish 
restaurant!
Photo Staff
Cover everything from sporting events and concerts to 
late breaking news affecting the campus community.
• No prior skills necessary
• Well teach you everything
• We supply the film
• Great for your resume
• See your work in print
• Front row seats to 
various events on campus
• Meet new people
For more information contact: 
John Sparacio 
P h o t o g r a p h y  E d i t o r
at X5241
h U u m im t t Ê Ê
HEY!
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT L.A.S.0 AND ALL THE 
EXCITED THINGS THE ORGANIZATION IS DO ING TO 
MAKE OUR COMMUNITY A BETTER PLACE
COME OUT AND jOIN US AS WE SPEAK ABOUT 
CURRENT EVENTS AND IMPORTANT EVENTS 
HAPPENING ON CAMPUS!
E m  TUESDAYS AT 3:30 PM - SHARP 
STUDENT CENTER ANNEX CAFÉ C 
L.A.S.0 973-655-4440
ANY QUESTIONS CALL 973-445-8464 OR 201-232-2426








Become an Admissions Ambassador!
The Admissions Ambassador Program 
at Montclair State University 
invites nominations and applications 
for the position o f Admissions Ambassador. 
The Program seeks intelligent, 
creative and dynamic students 
with a record o f accomplishment 
and leadership potential 
who will significantly contribute
Responsibilities:
• Act as a public relations representative 
of Montclair State University
• Assist in the recruitment of quality 
students
• Lead daily campus tours and scheduled 
appointments
• Perform office duties as assigned
Qualifications:
• Montclair State students who are in 
good standing with the Office of the 
Dean of Students, have a cumulative 





to the advancement o f 
Montclair State University.
The Admissions Ambassador 
participates in all o f the activities 
o f the Office o f Admissions
A Wonderful Opportunity to:
• Improve your leadership skills
• Gain valuable experience for your 
resume
• Earn extra money by working 10 hours 
per week
• Meet new people
• Represent your University
including recruitment, campus tours, 
and enrollment o f high quality
Call for details or stop by our office!
undergraduate
students. Office of Admissions 
Russ Hall 
973- 655-5322
UPPER MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY 07043 AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRM ATIVE ACTION INSTITUTION
a r t s
n* Montclarion
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Entertainment Industry Suffers Casualties from Attack
pieces of the moon falling on New 
York City. Upcoming movies Big 
Trouble, ap'd iC o lla te ra l Dam age  
haver tSpfp.. shelved, as both dealt 
With themes of terrorism. Men in 
Black 2. Nosebleed, and People I 
Know also will be delayed as the 
World Trade Center was featured 
prominently in all three films. Public­
ity stills, trailer* and Other materials 
relating to the upcoming Spider Man 
have been pulled from the public 
for the same reasons.
On TV
On TV, there are talks of simulcast­
ing fund raising productions on as 
many stations possible, although 
nothing is confirm ed yet. While 
shows like "The Late Show With David 
Letterman” have returned to the 
airwaves, humor is a scarce resource 
to be found as of yet. Many prime 
time dramas will have upcom ing 
scripts reworked due to plot lines 
that involved terrorism or other acts 
of destruction.
To avoid confusion, the Federal 
Com m unication Commission has 
suspended the regulations regard­
ing tests o f the em ergency alert 
system until October 2. Such tests 
may confuse and upset television 
watchers. The FCC does not plan 
to punish broadcasting stations and 
cab le  systems for not doing their 
weekly and monthly tests.
The TV industry laid to rest one of 
their own fallen, David Angell. His 
current credits included producing 
the prime time sitcom "Frasier." As 
of press time, there was no word on 
production of the show.
On the Stage
Perhaps some of the worst casual­
ties lie in New York City itself. Far from 
just being cancelled or delayed, four 
Broadway shows that have been 
suffering a decline in revenue will 
actually be closing after this week, 
the proverbial straw that broke the
cam e l’s back. The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show, Stones in His Pockets, 
A Thousand Clowns, and If You Ever 
Leave Me, I'm  Going With You will all 
be closing as soon as possible. The 
industry is asking the actors’ union for 
permission to waive the one week 
notice rule which provides that shows 
must give actors at least one week's 
notice before ending fheir runs.
Even more mainstay Broadway 
productions were threatened by the 
attack. Shows like The Music Man 
and Kiss Me Kate saw a decline, 
as well as long-running shows Les 
Miserables and The Phantom o f the 
Opera. The only show that didn't 
follow this trend was The Producers, 
which saw crowds of 2 - 300 waiting 
outside the theater for the chance 
to take cancellations.
Most of the Q uebec New York 
2001 festival has been cancelled, 
as the variety of subject matter and 
presentations were canned either 
because the presentation may have 
been in bad taste, or the venue may 
have compromised the safety of 
those involved. The festival itself was 
mostly based at the World Rnancial 
Center, which was damaged during 
the attack, while the subject matter 
of "Zulu Time" to be performed at 
Roseland Ballroom was question­
able.
Other performances, including 
the Rachmaninoff Revisited Festival 
fa ced  mass cancellations due to 
artists being stranded in their home 
countries, w ith the ban on com ­
mercial air flight still in effect.
This is just a sampling of the 
effect the terrorist attack has had 
on the entertainment industry. In 
the coming months, watch for more 
alterations to “ business as usual” 
whether it be censorship of songs 
with questionable lyrics, or the shelv­
ing of films w ith terrorist themes. 
On the other hand, watch for musi­
cians and artists collaborating to 
put together music with the express 
purpose of fund raising and spirit 
lifting.
Relief on the World Wide Web
By Anna Lawrence 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
The world screeched to a sudden standstill September 11 when horrible terrorist attacks unfolded 
in New York City and at the Pentagon 
in Washington, DC. Shockwaves 
reverberated throughout the entire 
entertainment industry, from concert 
cance llations, music censorship, 
halted industry business, and even, in 
some cases, a spike in revenue.
In Music
A comprehensive list of musicians, 
which serves as a cross-section of 
what the music industry has to offer, 
halted their tours to some extent. 
Whole legs of tours have been can­
celled or postponed, while a few 
artists only suspended a few indi­
vidual concerts and are now back 
on schedule. Artists include Britney 
Spears, Janet Jackson, Aerosmith, 
Tool, Stevie Nicks, Maxwell, Gods- 
mack, 98 Degrees, Ben Folds, 
Madonna, U2, and the Cranberries. 
Many venues in New York City are 
still shut down or have performances 
cancelled. Any ticket holders should 
contact Ticketmaster, the venue, or 
individual artists' web sites to check 
on what concerts are still going on.
A few  artists, such as Incubus, 
James Taylor, Maxwell, Lynard Sky- 
nard. Backstreet Boys and Sade 
went on with concerts as planned, 
but instead of taking in all revenue, 
artists donated all proceeds to relief 
funds, and encouraged  conce rt 
goers to bring monetary and mate­
rialistic donations.
Many artists issued statements on 
their websites relating to the blast, 
most offering their condolences to 
the victims and hopeful thoughts to 
the rescue workers.
On the Airwaves
On a related note, radio industry
ByJimTopoleski 
Assistant Arts Editor
A fter last Tuesday's attack on 
our nation, the Internet has 
/ Yc ome to be some people's 
only ability to find information on 
loved ones, and to contribute to 
the relief.
From minute one, the New 
York City Government website, 
(www.nyc.gov) has done it’s best to 
provide up to date information such 
as phone numbers, traffic informa­
tion, and much more. Recently the 
Greater New York Hospital Associa­
tion, in cooperation with the Mayor's 
Office of Emergency Management 
created a searchable website to 
help in locating loved ones in area 
hospitals which is accessible through 
the nyc.gov website. For information 
relating to the New York area, this is 
the first site you should go to.
Unfortunately though, the Internet 
has also become a way for individu-
leader Clear Channel released a 
list of songs that may be deemed 
inappropriate by listeners in tig^T of 
the recent tragedies. ’4TriSi w r a a  
list of offensive songs strictly abobt 
violence; some songs included John 
Lennon's “ Imagine," Led Zeppelin's 
"Stairway to Heaven," and Louis 
Armstrong's "W hat a W onderful 
World.” Other songs included Frank 
Sinatra's "New York, New York," the 
Bangles’ “Walk Like an Egyptian," 
and James Taylor's "Fire and Rain."
As to be expected music's harder 
offerings were censored as well. 
AC/DC, Metallica, Alice in Chains, 
Beastie Boys, Black Sabbath and 
Soundgarden all have multiple songs 
on the list, while the highly political 
Rage Against the Machine has an 
across-the-board ban on all songs. 
Even the Beatles have four songs 
on the list.
This list will apply to most New 
York radio stations; Clear Channel 
is responsible for 100.3, 103.5, and 
104.3. Don’t worry, 92.3 will still be 
playing the latest singles from Alien 
Ant Farm and System of a Down. 
Both songs are on the black-list as 
well.
On the Screen
On the movie side of things, it 
was almost business as usual. Movie 
rentals and movie theaters saw an 
increase in sales as consumers tried 
to escape the current horror, if only 
for a short time. Comedies like 
Hardball with Keanu Reeves were 
tops at the box office, while all the 
current releases on video, including 
Hannibal, Blow  and The M exican  
topped rentals across the charts.
There were set backs in the indus­
try however. The Time Machine, an 
adap ta tion  of H.G. Wells' classic 
novel will not be released as 
planned. Unrelated to the attacks, 
the release date was pushed back, 
but following the attack, portions 
of the movie will have to be reshot, 
including the ending, which featured
als to prey on the unsuspecting 
public. Sites have sprung up that 
offer everything from complete or 
partial lists of victims, to ways you 
can donate money or supplies to 
the rescue and recovery effo rt. 
Many of these sites though have 
wrong information, or do not actually 
donate anything to the victims or 
their families a t all. With so many 
legitimate and illegitimate sites out 
there, how does one know where 
to go?
Seeing this problem for early on, 
six leading Internet companies have 
united with the U.S. government to 
provide a safe way to send monetary 
donations and to get information on 
other ways you can help the recov­
ery effort. At the American Liberty 
Partnership website
(www.libertyunited.org), you can 
get information on many different 
organizations. With information and 
links to over 30 different organiza­
tions, you can be sure your money 
is actually going to the victims, and 
not some teen looking to make a fast
buck on someone else's suffering.
As to lists of missing on the web, 
as of writing, there have been no 
official releases of the growing list of 
missing people besides fhose of the 
doom ed airliners. Mayor Rudolph 
Giuliani has said previously that a 
site would eventually be set up to 
help families not in the area, but until 
that time, no site should be trusted 
as having accurate information on 
missing.
Other website's of importance
American Red Cross 
(www.redcross.org)
Focusing more on the ac tua l 
rescue and recovery e ffo rt, the 
American Red Cross website and 
it's Greater New York area chapter 
website (www.nyredcross.org) pro­
vide both info on what is needed 
in supplies right this minute, how 
someone could go about volunteer­
ing, and also provides ways to fund 
the relief in terms of monetary dona-
# #  Æ  È
tions. One of the most im portant 
features though has to be the list of 
places in the area one can go to 
give blood. Remember blood can 
not be used after 30 days or so and 
is being constantly used to transfuse 
victims so you should donate as soon 
as you’re allowed to.
CNN (www.cnn.com)
For up to date information you 
can trust, CNN is the news organiza­
tion to use. They usually don’t report 
anything useless it can be backed 
up by two or more sources, and even 
then continually check after report­
ing to make sure it’s still accurate. 
Most major news organizations have 
been pretty good on their reporting 
but if there were one I would stay 
away from it would be FOX News 
(w w w .foxnew s.com ). They have 
been very inaccurate in their report­
ing and are sometimes behind other 
news organizations on some info on 
their site.
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“Popstars” Holds Cattle Call for New Group
By April Kosior 
StaffWriter
In a phase where reality television seems to reign in viewer ratings, it is no shock tha t the program 
"Popstars," a reality television show 
that follows young performers en 
route to forming a pop music group 
and striking a record deal, will pre­
miere its second season of the series 
on the WB on October 4th, following 
what the show calls "Real Life. Real 
Tears. Real Talent."
In the WB's fem a le  version of 
ABC's "M aking the Band," aired 
last season, viewers followed the 
audition process, beginning with an 
open casting call and concluding in 
the first concert performed by the 
final five members of the group now 
known as "Eden's Crush,"
The show's ratings soared in the 
first season, as every week the pro­
gram’s pre-pubescent viewers tuned 
in to root for their favorite hopefuls, 
as judges James Foster Levy, Travis 
Payne, and the infam ous David 
Foster narrowed it down from thou­
sands to just 25, and finally down to 
just five remaining performers.
Despite the criticism "Popstars” 
endured for m aking a b la tan tly  
manufactured band out of naive 
young girls who would sell, their liveli­
hoods for a shot a t instantaneous 
fame, the WB decided to bring the 
show back for a second season and 
a whole new talent search.
This past summer, both men and 
women were offered fhe chance to 
become the next “Popstars" through 
a nationwide talent search, covering
five of fhe biggest cities in the coun­
try: New York City, Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, Miami, and Washington 
D.C. Each city had a turnout of over 
1,000 young hopefuls vying for their 
chance at stardom, but only about 
50 performers from each audition 
were called back.
The auditions began in New 
York City, where men and women 
betw een the ages of 18 and 25 
years old cam ped out in front of 
the Sheraton Hotel, the site of the 
auditions. Some had arrived on the 
site the night before, sleeping on the 
sidewalk just to be one of the first 400 
performers who were guaranteed 
the chance to audition.
The audition process began 
promptly at 7am, as was scheduled. 
The line to the door seemed to be 
moving smoothly until about 2pm, 
when the line ceased moving. Those 
waiting in line were given no expla­
nation as to what was- causing the 
stationery status of fhe line.
The line soon Turned info an unor­
ganized mob of anxious people. 
Pushing and swearing were occur­
ring, buf “Popstars” employees did 
nothing to keep order or fairness in 
the mass of people.
Around 5pm, the line was cut 
off and those still remaining were 
ushered up to one of the ballrooms in 
the Sheraton, where they would wait 
for another three hours to audition.
According to many of those audi­
tioning, once allowed into the room, 
the judges made some unorthodox 
remarks regarding what they were 
looking for in the performers. ,
According to one hopeful who 
showed up in New York City,
J  HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? g
x  HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? ^
Thursday, September20
Sophia Loren 1934 
Gary Cole 1957
Friday, September 21
Stephen King 1947 





Jason A lexander 1959 
Bruce Springsteen 1949 
Julio Iglesias 1943 
Lillian A lem an 1981
Ray Charles 1930 
Ani D ifranco 1970
Monday, September 24
Linda M cC artney 1942 
Kevin Sorbo 1958 
Jim Henson 1936
Tuesday, September 25
M ichael Douglas 1944 
Will Smith 1969 
Heather Locklear 1962 
Scottie Pippen 1965
Wednesday, September 26  
Linda Hamilton 1957
K n o w  s o m e o n e  w h o 's  c e le b ra t in g  a  b ir th d a y  s o o n ?  W h a t  e ls e  s a y s  "H a p p y  
B ir t h d a y "  (o n  a  v e r y  lim ite d  b u d g e t) b e tte r th a n  g e tt in g  y o u r  f r ie n d 's  n a m e  
in  th e  p a p e r ?  E m a il m su a rt s@ h o tm a il.c o m  w ith  th e  b ir th d a y  k id 's  fu ll n a m e  
a n d  y e a r  o f  b irth  a t  le a s t  a  w e e k  b e fo re  th e  d a te  a n d  le t th e m  k n o w  y o u  r e a lly  
c a re ., s v e n  th o u g h  y o u  m a y  b e  r e a lly  p o o r.
“ [Jaymes Foster Levy] made a long 
speech and said that they were not 
looking for strong lead voices, or 
‘stars’ to be exact. I saw that they 
were cutting anyone who looked 
like a star and sounded like a star. 
Jaymes pretty much said that [they 
would do that] in her speech."
Another fellow New York hopeful 
accounted, "I sat and watched the 
most ta lented people get turned 
down. These peop le  had ta len t 
[and] had looks too. Most that made 
it were obnoxious. One guy was
breakdancing and you could barely 
hear him and he got called back."
On the “ Popstars" online discus­
sion boards, a woman who audi­
tioned remembers, "Before we went 
up [to audition], the judges told 
everyone that if we didn’t get 
picked, it wasn't that we couldn’t 
sing, It was that they had to pick 
p  certain amount of people with a 
certain ‘look.’"
S ee "P O P S T A R S " on p. 19
PHOTO COURTESY OF POPSTARSUSA.COM
Will the people behind-Popstars be able to create another Eden’s 
Crush?
y o
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Eternally Amazing
By Anna Lawrence 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Bitch and Animal
Eternally Hard 
R ighteous B abe R ecords
\ X o u  can 't call it angry lesbian Y music, because it’s not all
I angry. And you can ’t really call 
it drum and bass, even though those 
are the two most prominently used 
instruments. It's not folk, either, even 
though most of the instruments are 
unplugged, and it's not really funk, 
it's not really all rap and spoken 
word, and it sure isn't all pop - even 
though as you jump from track to 
track on the duo ’s second album, 
Eternally Hard, you'll hear elements 
of all these styles of music.
So who, or what, are Bitch and 
Animal? The common misconcep­
tion most listeners have of the two 
is that they're some sort of lesbian 
group into S&M, which is just off the 
mark. Bitch and Animal (these are 
the stage names they go by, their 
real identities well-protected) are 
strong feminists, and lesbians to boot, 
which is apparent through most of 
their songs.
Hilarious a t times, po ignant a t 
others, the two have earned a 
cult following, and the attention of 
fellow female folk-punk rocker Ani 
DiFranco.
As far as hilarious goes one can 
sample the opening track, “ Best 
Cock on the Block,” a rap with a 
kicking bass line and funky bongo 
beat about a well-equipped lesbian, 
that not only plays with words, but 
also pokes a little fun a t the rap 
genre, where the tables are usually 
turned and it’s the male who's get­
ting most of the action. “Ganja," 
an obvious marijuana reference, 
parodies the Christmas carol “Angels 
we have Heard on High," complete 
with church organ and multitudes 
of angels (or is that one of the girls 
singing through a voice box?).
As the album funks its way 
through, the tone shifts from obvi­
ous angry homosexual themes, to 
the kind of honest and beautifu l 
songwriting that most pop music is 
lacking. "33 Zen Lane" longs for 
simpler days sometime in the near 
future, after the hard times of making 
a name for yourself are over, early
retirement perhaps. The song gets a 
laid back edge from spunky ukelele 
and the relaxed tone in Bitch and 
Animal's voices. "Miss Me My Dear' 
and the final, hidden track speak 
of the kind of love where friendship 
not sex, is the emphasis, something 
refreshing amidst a sea of Brittney 
and Christina wannabes. The girl; 
d o n 't forget their womanly roots, 
and include an ode to where we al 
came from on "Mother's Day."
To completely contrast the light 
ukelele, the caring lyrics and 
gentle voices, comes 
the screams, chants 
and tribal drums on 
"Sparkly Queen 
Areola," a chan t to 
the duo’s personal god­
dess. The song could easily be 
described as tribal lesbian music, 
complete with wailing that may ini­
tially scare your house pets if played 
too loudly, and lyrics that may scare 
your parents. Aside from the many 
references to female anatomy, there 
are the chants and wishes, "May 
your cro tch never itch, may you 
always be a bitch," "May your blue 
collar turn silver while you sleep,” 
"May your metrocard never run out," 
"May the city not degrade you, may 
she offer you community."
As it seems to be the case for 
so many bands, what with all this 
blending of rap and hard rock these 
days, it’s refreshing and invigorating 
to see a duo work hard a t blending 
so many diverse genres of music.
Surely, very few arfisfs have 
thought fo play violin on a punk 
song, and the African drums provide 
a workout for your ears w ith the 
diversity in rhythm that Bitch and 
Animal put them through on the thir­
teen tracks of the album. Finally, you 
will be hard pressed to find another 
female act, lesbian or otherwise, 
which tackle dating woes with the 
energy o f a pa ir o f M uppets on 
crack. Truly, if Ani DiFranco (who 
helped puf the album together and 
distributes it on her label. Righteous 
Babe Records) is the queen of out­
spoken, honest, punk-folk rock, then 
Bitch and Animal are the heiresses 
to the throne.
While it's almost certain that their 
album will not sell to the male half 
of the population, it doesn't matter. 
These girls will go bouncing into the 
musical void, blending styles here, 
screaming at the top of their lungs 
there, all for the sake of their art. Says 
Bitch, "We believe that music is all 
around us; it’s hanging in the air....it’s 
just a matter of listening and tapping 
into it.... Plus, it's fun."
PHOTO COURTESY OF RIGHTEOUS BABE RECORDS
Bitchfl.) and Animal(n) have been honing their act which is part music, 
part comedy and part revolution as an opening act for fellow female 
rocker Ani DiFranco.
Jeepers, Where’s the Plot?





I eepers Creepers was billed as
I  the "edge of your seat horror 
trip." I was never scared, and 
the only time I was at the edge of 
my seat was when the credits were 
rolling. So how and why did Jeepers 
Creepers fail? The obvious reason 
for the failure of Jeepers Creepers 
was the overall predictability of the 
plot and the fact that most of the 
scenes were trite and hackneyed. 
The film was akin to opening a flat 
soda-a slight fizz, followed by a bland 
taste and then a feeling of regref 
that you d idn’t have a cold soda 
to enjoy. The slight fizz was the 
inception of the film. The very first 
sequence of events was boring-two 
college kids on the way home for 
spring break. Couple that verity with 
the fact that these 
two were siblings f  
equaled a weary 
dialogue and zero I 
sexual tension 
between the char- 
acters-so far, the film j 
was indeed living up I 
to the flat soda anal­
ogy.
Even though the i 
beginning was dis- ■  
appointing, I hoped ^  
that the film would 
pick up once the necessary back­
ground information was la id out. 
However, the character develop­
m ent never cam e, and the p lo t 
continued to be banal. The duo 
predictably chooses to use back 
roads for the ir trip home. This is 
obviously necessary for any horror 
film. Deserted rural roads are prime 
breeding grounds for discord and 
horror. The duo rambles along at 
a reasonably brisk pace eating up 
valuable movie time with senseless, 
trivial banter. The initial incident 
occurs as Darry (the driver and older 
brother) is rear ended by a strange 
truck. The truck refuses to yield and 
then flees the scene of the accident.
E3
Being on deserted country roads, 
thee are no other motorists, and they 
the dyad is forced to pull to the side 
of the road and attempt to call for 
help. Predictably, the cell phone 
is not operating, and the two are 
forced to continué on their way. As 
the two continue they notice the 
strange truck parked on the side 
of the road adjacent to an open 
waste pipe. As the two pass by, they 
notice the driver offloading bound 
packages into the sewer pipe. It 
is a t this point that 
the film slips into 
idiocy and the plot, 
nay the movie itself, 
becomes a waste of 
time.
Darry tells his sister 
t h a t  they must pull over and 
investigate the activity. The sister 
asks why, and the only lame excuse 
the writer could com e up with is 
"because someone could need 
help.” The duo investigates, and 
Darry’s initial consumption is vali- 
da ted -the  o ffloaded  cargo was 
bodies, and someone did need help. 
However, there is nothing Darry can 
do, and he himself ends up in a peril­
ous situation. As the plot continues, 
the duo learns that their adversary is 
a demonic entity that requires body 
parts of others in 
order to survive. 
The entity seems to 
be a fan of oldies 
music because as 
a foreshadowing 
to its appearance, 
the song "Jeepers 
Creepers," by The 
Dells is audible in 
the background. 
Now this either sig­
nals that demonic 
entities have hor­
rible music taste, or that the writer of 
the film hasn't been out of his home 
since the *50s.
The only thing scary about Jeep­
ers Creepers is that it ever got made. 
Somewhere in tinsel town, a movie 
executive is contemplating suicide. 
Jeepers Creepers will go down in 
history alongside Battlefie ld Earth 
and Poltergeist IV-movies that never 
should have left the drawing board. 
So if you're looking to see a movie 
in the near future, hum the tune 
"Jeepers Creepers, w here 'd  you 
ge t those peepers" and go see 
Jay and Silent Bob. After all, we 
encounter horror all day long...we 
live in Jersey.
6 6  T he f il m  w a s  a k in
TO OPENING A  FLAT SODA 
-  A SLIGHT FIZZ, FOL­
LOWED BY A BLAND 
TASTE AND A  FEELING OF 
REGRET... 99
PHOTO COURTESY OF UNITED ARTISTS
Justin Long (I.) and Gina Philips (r.) appear in United Artists attempt at 
a scary movie, Jeepers Creepers.
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S e p te m b e r 2 i  T h e a te r  O p e n in g s
Monday, September 24
Ahmed Jamal; Apollo Theatre 
The Album  Leaf; Beacon The­
atre
Rollins Band; Irving Plaza
T  uesday, September 25
David Byrne; Apollo Theatre 
Lifehouse; Irving Plaza 
Michelle Branch; Irving Plaza
W ednesday, September 26
Tenacious D; "Late Show w/David 
Letterman"
Sparklehorse; Maxwell's
Mercury Lounge; 217 Houston St. 
New York, NY (212)260-4700




i he following 150 songs have been sent out on a list to approxi­mately one thousand radio sta­
tions across the country. Clear Chan­
nel Radio sent this list as a warning to 
nearly twelve hundred AM and FM 
stations, alerting broadcasters to the 
fact that some people somewhere 
may find these songs offensive. What 
do you think? Peruse the list, you 
may be surprised a t what you’ll find.
AC/DC, “Shof Down In Flames," 
"Shoot To Thrill," "Dirty Deeds," “High­
way To Hell," “Safe In New York City," 
“TNT," "Hell's Bells"; Ad Libs, "The Boy 
From New York City"; Alice In Chains, 
“Rooster," "Sea Of Sorrow," "Down 
In A Hole,” "Them Bone"; Alien Ant 
Farm, "Smooth Criminal"; Animals, 
“We Gotta Get Out Of This Place"; 
Louis Armstrong, “What A Wonderful 
World";
Bangles, “ Walk Like An Egyp­
tian"; Barenaked Ladies, "Falling 
For The First Time"; Fontella Bass, 
“ Rescue Me"; Beastie Boys, "Sure 
Shot," "Sabotage"; Beatles, "A Day 
In The Life," “ Lucy In The Sky With 
Diamonds," "Ticket To Ride," "Obla 
Di, O bla Da"; Pat Benatar, "Hit 
Me with Your Best Shot,” “Love Is A 
Battlefield"; Black Sabbath, "War 
Pigs," "Sabbath Bloody Sabbath," 
"Suicide Solution"; Blood, Sweat 
& Tears, "And When I Die” ; Blue 
Oyster Cult, “Burnin' For You"; Boston, 
‘•'Smokin''; Brooklyn Bridge, “ Worst 
That Could Happen"; Arthur Brown, 
“Fire"; Jackson Browne, "Doctor My 
Eyes"; Bush, “Speed Kills";
Chi-Lites, “ Have You Seen Her"; 
Dave Clark Five, "Bits And Pieces"; 
Petula Clark, “A Sign Of The Times"; 
the Clash, "Rock The Casbah"; 
Phil Collins, “ In the Air Tonight"; Sam 
Cooke, "Wonder World"; Creedence 
Clearwater Revival, "Travelin’ Band”; 
Cult, “Fire Woman";
Bobby Darin, "Mack The Knife"; 
Skeeter Davis, "End Of The World"; 
Neil Diamond, "America"; Dio, "Holy 
Diver"; Doors, “The End"; Drifters, “On 
Broadway"; Drowning Pool, “Bodies"; 
Bob Dylan, "Knockin' On Heaven’s 
Door";
Everclear, "Santa Monica"; Shelly 
Fabares, "Johnny Angel” ;
Filter, "Hey Man, Nice Shot"; Foo 
Fighters, "Learn To Fly"; Fuel, “ Bad 
Day";
Peter Gabriel, "When You're Fall­
ing"; Gap Band, “ You Dropped A 
Bomb On Me"; Godsmack, "Bad Reli­
gion"; Norman Greenbaum, "Spirit In 
The Sky"; Green Day, “ Brain Stew"; 
Guns N' Roses, "Knockin' On Heav­
en's Door";
Happenings, "See You In Sep­
tem ber” ; Jimi Hendrix, "Hey Joe"; 
Hermits, "Wonder World"; Hollies, 
“He Ain’t Heavy, He's My Brother"; 
Buddy Holly & the Crickets, "That’ll 
Be The Day";
Jan & Dean, "Dead M an’s 
Curve"; Billy Joel, "Only The Good 
Die Young"; Elton John, “Benny & The 
Jets," “Daniel," "Rocket Man"; Judas 
Priest, "Some Heads Are G onna 
Roll";
Kansas, “Dust In The Wind"; Carole 
King, “ I Feel The Earth Move"; Korn, 
"Falling Away From Me” ; Lenny 
Kravitz, "Fly Away";
Led Zeppelin, “Stairway To 
Heaven"; John Lennon, "Imagine” ; 
Jerry Lee Lewis, “Great Balls Of Fire";
Concert Calendar
Thursday, September 20
Beachwood Sparks; Beacon The­
atre
Built To Spill; Irving Plaza
Friday, September 21
Sheryl Crow; "Today Show"
Better Than Ezra; B.B. King's Blues 
Club
Patti Austin; Green Tree Country 
Club
M arga re t Cho ; Hammerstein 
Ballroom
B.B. King's Blues Club and Grill; 
243 W. 42nd St., New York, NY. 
(212)997-4144
Beacon Theater; 2124 Broadway, 
New York, NY. (212)496-7070
Hammerstein Ballroom; 311 W.
A lb u m  R e le a s e s  fo r  
S e p te m b e r 18
Rock/A lternative -- Tori Amos: 
Strange Little Girls
R&B/Rap -  Macy Gray: Id 
Dance/Electronica — DJ Trace: 
23 Degrees From Vertical
Jazz/Blues -- Diana Krall: Look Of 
Love
Country/Folk -  Buckweat Zydeco: 
Party (Deluxe Edit)
Limp Bizkit, "Break Stuff"; Local H, 
“ Bound For The Floor"; Los Bravos, 
"Black Is Black"; Lynyrd Skynyrd, 
"Tuesday’s Gone”;
Dave Matthews Band, "Crash 
Into Me"; Paul McCartney & Wings, 
"Live And Let Die"; Barry McGuire, 
"Eve Of Destruction"; Don McLean, 
“American Pie"; Steve Miller, "Jet 
Airliner"; Megadeth, "Dread And 
The Fugitive," "Sweating Bullets"; 
John Mellencamp, "Crum­
bling Down," "I'm On Fire";
Martha & the Vandellas, 
“ Nowhere To Run," "Danc­
ing In The Streets"; Metallica,
"Seek Destroy," “ Harvester Or 
Sorrow," “ Enter Sandman," "Fade 
To Black"; Alanis Morissette, "Ironic"; 
Mudvayne, "Death Blooms";
Rick Nelson, "Travelin' Man"; 
Nena, "99 Luft Balloons/99 Red Bal­
loons"; Nine Inch Nails, “ Head Like 
A Hole";
O ingo Boingo, "D ead Man's 
Party” ;
Paper Lace, “The Night Chicago 
Died"; John Parr, “St. Elmo’s Fire"; 
Peter & Gordon, "I Go To Pieces,” "A 
World Without Love"; Peter, Paul, & 
Mary, "Blowin' In The Wind," "Leavin' 
On A Jet Plane” ; Tom Petty, "Free
Saturday, September 22
The Smithereens; B.B. King’s Blues 
Club
Jay-Z; Hammerstein Ballroom 
Edith Frost; Mercury Lounge
Sunday, September 23
Smash Mouth; Irving Plaza 
B.B. King; Jones Beach Amph. 
John H iatt Jones Beach Amph. 
Dismemberment Plan; Maxwell's
34th St., New York, NY. 
(212)279-7740
Irving Plaza; 17 Irving PL, New York, 
NY. (212)777-6187
Maxwell's; 1039 Washington St. 
Hoboken, NJ (201 ) 653-1703
G litter- dir: Vondie Curtis Hall. 
Mariah Carey, Max Beesley, Eric 
Benet, Vondie Curtis Hall, Da Brat 
The Am erican A stronaut— dir: 
Cory McAbee.
Coy McAbee, Rocco Sisto, Greg­
ory Russell Cook, Annie Golden
Failin'"; Pink Floyd, "Run Like Hell,” 
"Mother"; P.O.D., “Boom"; Elvis Pres­
ley, “ (You're The) Devil In Disguise” ; 
Pretenders, "My City Was Gone";
Queen, "Another One Bites The 
Dust," "Killer Queen";
Rage Against The Machine, all 
songs; Red Hot Chili Peppers, "Aero­
plane," “Under The Bridge"; R.E.M., 
“ It's The End Of The World As We 
Know If” ; Rolling Stones, “ Ruby 
Tuesday"; M itch Ryder & the 
Detroit Wheels, "Devil With The 
Blue Dress";
Saliva, "Click Click Boom"; 
Santana, “Evil Ways"; Savage 
Garden, "Crash And Burn"; Simon 
& Garfunkel, ‘"Bridge Over Troubled 
Water"; Frank Sinatra, "New York, 
New York"; Slipknot, "Left Behind," 
"Wait And Bleed"; Smashing Pump­
kins, “ Bullet With Butterfly Wings"; 
Soundgarden, “Blow Up The Oufside 
World," "Fell On Black Days," “Black 
Hole Sun"; Bruce Springsteen, "I'm 
On Fire," "Goin' Down,” "War"; Edwin 
Starr, War"; Steam, “Na Na Na 
Na Hey Hey"; Cat Stevens, "Peace 
Train," "Morning Has Broken"; Stone 
Temple Pilots, "Big Bang Baby," 
“ Dead And Bloated"; Sugar Ray, 
"Fly"; Sudan's, "Wipeout"; System Of
The Piano Lesson; Symphony Hall, 
Newark, NJ. Running from Friday, 
September 21, to Sunday, October 
7,2001.
A Down, "Chop Sueyl";
Talking Heads, "Burning Down 
the House"; James Taylor, “ Fire And 
Rain"; Of The Dog, "Say Hello To 
Heaven"; Third Eye Blind, “Jumper"; 
Three Degrees, "When Will I See You 
Again"; 3 Doors Down, “Duck and 
Run” ; 311, "Down"; Tool, “ Intoler­
ance"; Tramps, "Disco Inferno” ;
U2, "Sunday Bloody Sunday": 
Van Halen, "Jump,” "Dancing In 
The Streets";
J. Frank Wilson, "Last ";
Yager & Evans, "In The Year 2525"; 
Youngbloods, "Get Together";
and the Zombies, "She’s Not 
There."
Do you find anything offensive 
about any of these songs, in light 
of the terrorist attack on the World 
Trade Center? Or do you think that 
perhaps what is more offensive is the 
video montage set to Jeff Buckley's 
"Hallelujah," or the various audio 
montages spliced over songs played 
nearly constantly on the radio? 
Voice your opinion. Log onto 
themontclarion.com and find the 
link for Controversial Music to join in 
our message board.
So What’s UpTigerlily?
Hey, are you in a band? Or perhaps you work a t a cool place that is having a special event coming up soon 
off campus. Or maybe your brass ensemble is performing over in McEachern Hall. Whatever the case is, if your
event is related to the arts, we can list it here.
Tigerlily only lists events for that week (from the Thursday we come out to the following Wednesday). For your 
event to get listed it, it must reach us by the Tuesday before we come out.
Be sure to include the name of the event (who's performing) where it's being held, a contact number for 
readers to get more information on the event, and the exact date it's happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:
tigerli(yNtsU@hottoai(.co»»
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Popstars
Continued from p. 16
Kosior shares the inside scoop on what 
i t ’s like to audition for the chance to 
be a popsfar
Many other people commented 
that they had witnessed a particular 
"look" predominantly chosen in the 
New York auditions: short, very thin, 
and of a mixed ethnic background 
or having an "exotic" look. Accord­
ing to these witnesses' opinions, not 
many of those chosen were very 
talented.
It has been reported that many of 
the reality shows that currently reign 
in television ratings, 
such as “Survivor", are I "  
fraudulent in many 
aspects. "Popstars” j 
may be no different, 
say viewers.
According to one 
inside source, the first 
season of “ Popstars" 
was a publicity stunt 
set up by the WB and 
its affiliates. Appar­
ently, tw o of the I  
members of Eden's 
Crush were pre-selected by Warner 
Bros, before auditions even began.
"Warner Bros, wanted the group 
to be good, and they didn’t know 
what they would find in the auditions. 
Nicole [Scherzinger] and Ana Maria 
[Lombo] were both budding talents 
who Warner Bros, liked a lot and 
knew could carry the group, so they 
asked them to participate in the trials 
for the sake of the concept."
This same inside source also 
revealed that when "Popstars" was
forced to have a second audition 
half-way through the audition pro­
cess when two of their final ten 
hopefuls dropped out of the running 
due to objections with the issued 
contract, David Foster set up this 
second audition with those who he 
knew to be good singers. One of 
these girls was Maile Misajon, 
who knew Foster’s daughter. Mis­
ajon, however, claimed on televi­
sion that she was 
overwhelmed to 
have met Foster.
What is to be 
made of these 
claims? One can 
not say for sure, 
but we are in 
a revolutionary 
time in television 
in w h ich reality 
shows are
p r e d o m in a n t  
amongst the 
highest money making programs. 
We can not know, however, that 
these' shows are wholly based upon 
"reality."
If the second season of "Popstars" 
maintains its viewer support, it will 
fend very well amongst its competi­
tors. As for its validity, one mother 
that showed up with her daughter at 
the New York auditions summed it up 
best when she said, “ I think it’s good 
TV, and that’s about it."
66  ...W E ARE IN A REVO­
LUTIONARY TIME IN TELE­
VISION IN WHICH REALITY 
SHOWS ARE PREDOM­
INANT AMONGST THE 
HIGHEST MONEY MAKING 
PROGRAMS. 99




Tour Spread did 
not appear last 
week. Look for 
the wrap up of 
Warped Tour 
and pys- 
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Waking Up From A Dream
Last week on Tuesday it was like waking up from a 
dream. This is true of the entire country, but especially for 
those of this college generation. For years we lived under 
the illusion that the United States was untouchable. “ Not 
here,” we said; no one would ever take us on on our 
own turf. We w atched as the violent events of far off 
places played themselves out before our eyes through 
the two-m inute video clips and sound-bites o f news 
broadcasts. “Not here,” we said. The black-and-white 
print o f newspapers better known than this one put 
into words images of terror and pain, often with bloody 
photos to accom pany them, and harrowing rumors 
o f unm entionable deeds reaching us through other 
channels, and again we said "Not here.”
We were dreaming.
Yes, over the years we have a t times been pushed 
and shoved in our peaceful slumber. Within the past 
decade alone there was the original World Trade Center 
bombing, Oklahoma City, the Gulf War and embassies 
struck around the world. It wasn't real. It d idn 't happen. 
These were but small nightmares, quickly forgotten. 
Until now.
Now we have awoken, and with a rage realized our 
disillusionment. The scenes o f horror we viewed like 
movies have com e to us, filmed live for our displeasure. 
Now, because of this, our Nation is for the first time 
since WWII faced  with a real threat to its continued 
sovereignty, to its free way of life. This threat seems 
hardest to deal with for those of us who have never
lived through such a time. This is the first war of the new 
Millennium, but also the first real war of our generation, 
and it is frightening.
Never before has our generation felt so keenly the 
threads o f freedom  tha t run through our country, or 
the tenuous tapestry they weave. Now some o f that 
tapestry has com e unraveled. W hat do we do? The 
actions that answer that question will not only define us 
as a generation but also shape the course that history 
takes. .
We must first band together as we have already begun 
to do. This is almost ironic, bringing to  mind images of 
family infighting and hatreds that are all put aside when 
an outsider stops to comment or criticize. Let us be glad 
for this piece of irony though, and hope it lasts throughout 
the long struggle ahead.
Next what we must do may be the hardest part. This 
is simply what we have always done. We go to work. We 
go to school. We eat, we sleep, and we try to have some 
run. The reality is dark enough w ithout losing the daily 
routines that take us through life.
"Not here," we said, “ Not in our backyard,” yet here it 
is. But the giant has awoken. No longer are we oblivious 
to the threats posed to us, no longer do we distance 
ourselves from the events that shape our world the way 
we distance ourselves from the death scenes of movies. 
We go wide eyed and prepared into our future, ready to 
face and fight the threats to our freedom.
V
Visit our website to answer 
the question of the week:
www.themontdarion.com
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President Cole: 
Reflections One Week Later
As I have indicated in my 
talks to the University com ­
munity - a t the SGA Legis­
lature, the Unity m eeting, 
at the September 14 Com­
mencement, and in my letter 
that appeared in the Sep­
tember 12 issue of The Mont- 
clarion - I am immensely 
proud of this University’s 
response to the events of 
September 11. We have 
mobilized as a community to 
support each other and to 
lend assistance to the fescue 
efforts in New York City, and 
we have, for the most part, 
maintained a sense of calm 
and respect on our campus. 
But as I also have said, in 
some ways, the more difficult 
task lies before us.
In the afterm ath of the 
attack, and as our govern­
ment prepares to take retal­
iatory measures, the single- 
minded and unified purpose 
that held us all together last 
week - the desire to save 
and to assist all those who we 
could - will no longer bind 
us. Emotionally, ideologi­
cally, and intellectually, our 
nation and  our University 
com m unity have a lready 
begun to unravel into a 
multitude of strands, reflect­
ing differences in individual 
responses, beliefs, and ideas. 
This multiplicity of views may 
be complicated, but it is not
a bad thing. It is a reflection 
of a free society. We are 
not all bound to think and 
to feel the same way about 
the important events facing 
our communities, our nation, 
and our world.
What we are bound to 
do, however, is to engage in 
the discussions about these 
differences in a manner that 
is respectful of others views 
and of the right of others to 
hold views that differ from our 
own. What we are bound to 
is the obliga­
tion each of 
us bears, as 





m em ber of 
the com m u­
nity is able to 
enjoy its ben­
efits freely.
Every member of this Univer­
sity com munity, whatever 
their national origin, includ­
ing those who may have 
com e from Arab nations, 
whatever their religious tradi­
tions, including those who 
are Muslim, are free and weir 
come members of this com­
munity. And each and every 
member df this community is 
free to hold and to express his 
or her own ideas and beliefs.
as long as the expression of 
those ideas or the actions 
taken based on those beliefs 
is not calculated to harm or 
harass others or to prevent 
others from the expression of 
differing views.
There will be many differ­
ent opinions on this campus 
about the origins of this crisis, 
about who, ultimately, is to 
b lam e for the dea th  and 
destruction that has already 
occurred, about the actions 
that will be taken in response 
to those 
e v e n ts .  
Our par­
t i  c u I a r 







h o w 
though t­
ful people can contribute to 
knowledge and understand­
ing of enormously important 
and complex issues through 
civil debate, based on the 
best facts and information 
that we are able to bring to 
the discussion. The simple 
dichotom ies of good and 
evil are not enough here; 
Our job is much harder. We 
must seek to understand, 
and to help others to under­
stand, so that we can each 
act, in accordance with our 
conscience and understand­
ing, to  exercise our responsi­
bilities as citizens of a free 
society.
I call upon each and 
every one of you, in the dif­
ficult times that most surely lie 
before us, to help us realize 
this goal.
Sincerely,
Susan A. Cole. President
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In These Grim Times, Reason Must Overcome Emotion
We will all remember where we were when we learned of the unimaginably cruel 
and sickening a ttack on America 
that came Tuesday morning. Many 
people, myself included, found 
themselves racing frantically to a 
phone trying to contact any friends 
and family mem­
bers living or work­
ing in the lower 
Manhattan area to 
make certain they 
hadn’t been killed 
or harmed, while 
at the same time 
still trying to come 
to grips with what 
could only be 
described as a sur­
real event.
Lounges in Bohn Hall were 
crammed with students and main­
tenance workers who were staring 
awe-struck out of bay windows on 
the northern side of the building that 
overlooks New York City. As students 
snapped photos and looked through 
binoculars, and. CNN newscasters 
nervously re layed reports to  the 
nation, there, off in the distance, 
a single plume of thick gray smoke 
spitefully puffed out of the backdrop 
of the greatest city in the world. All 
who were watching that day knew 
what they were observing, but few 
had the strength to adm it it; the 
World Trade Center was gone.
And with it, arguably, the end of 
the modern era. ‘
Walking around campus the day
afterward, only a few hours after I 
had finally learned that indeed all 
of my loved ones were safe, I didn't 
hear much from students in the way 
of grieving for those lost. Instead, 
most of what was being said cam­
pus-wide was along the lines of, “We 
go fta  make those mother f*****s 
pay!" One student 
even went as far 
as fo say that 
women and chil­
dren in Afghanistan 
needed to be killed 
as retribution.
What m ade 
me furious was that 
I realized was how 
little attention was 
being paid to the 
victims of the attack 
as opposed to how most people 
thought those responsible should be 
dealt with. Two of the tallest edifices 
in the world had just been destroyed 
not twenty miles from our back yards, 
and all people could think of was 
how to snag some payback. Quiet 
frankly, it shows a real lack of priority. 
The need for revenge is a common 
feeling for those who have suffered 
unnecessary violence. But to answer 
terrorism with terrorism is not right 
either. Reason and rationality must 
not yield to emotion, regardless of 
how despicable we believe these 
actions were. First priority must be 
given to rescue and relief efforts in 
the New York area; besides, an all-out 
rage of vengeance against Afghani- 
stcrVand/cf Osbma bin Laden hirYK
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>\self is neither prac­
tical nor possible. 
Here's why. Amer­
icans seem to 
have the false 
impression thaf, 
while we suppos­
edly possess the 
greatest army in 
the world, the 
United States can 
simply root out
and systematically 
terminate any and 
all who oppose or threaten its 
safety. If this were really the case, I 
assure you, Osama bin Laden would 
already be dead. The process of 
finding him does not simply entail, 
as some seem to 
think, blanketing the 
Afghanistan coun- I  
tryside with bombs 
and missiles in the 
foolish hopes that 
one divinely-inter­
vened shot will hit 
its mark and end 
terrorism forever.
If A fghanistan is 
attacked by air raid, 
the only victims will 
be m ountain goats and, worse, 
innocent citizens whose only crime is 
living in the poorest nation in southern 
Asia under a government they can 
do nothing to oppose.
The other way for the United 
States to reach bin Laden is by 
deploying ground troops to storm 
the area. I con~talked!! day about
historical evidence that says soldiers 
are rarely victorious on foreign soil. 
They simply do not know the terrain 
well enough to fight effectively. 
Some examples are the colonial 
victories against the British in the 
revolutionary war, Napoleon’s failure 
to conquer Russia, and America's 
defeat in Vietnam. But here is an 
even better example: the driving out 
of the Soviet Union by Afghanistan 
itself in the mid to la te 80's. The 
United States, who at the time saw 
the war in Afghanistan as an oppor­
tunity to crush Marxism and thwart 
the USSR, not only funded bin Lad­
en's operatives, but also trained 
them in the arts of guerilla warfare 
and explosives use. 
It was only in 1990, 
after the Unites 
States was
involved in the Gulf 
War, that bin Lad­
en's campaign 
against Am erica 
began: he has 
been number one 
on the FBI's ten 
m ost-wanted list 
ever since. I am 
in no way saying 
America should not retaliate for the 
inhuman acts that spilled innocent 
b lood last Tuesday, but fighting 
terrorism is not as easy as fighting 
a single nation. The terrorists who 
work for and with bin Laden have 
not only had at least a decade and 
a half of experience fighting in the 
See "D’ANGELO” on p.2 3
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Facing a New Kind of War
How people in Palestine can 
celebrate over the destruc­
tio n  o f  one o f  th e  m ost 
famous buildings in the 
world makes me sick to my 
stomach. I feel tha t when 
we find out who has done 
these heinus acts that they 
will pay horribly, and many 
other innocent people will 
also suffer.
Tim McCann
Hr» a ttack  of te r ro r  and violence f  against one nation is an attack of 1 te rro r and violence against another. We are all human beings, so it is true tha t 
we all feel the same pain and grief fo r one 
another. Some people are misguided, for 
hate blocks their vision.
-Samantha Sims H  M B B
SNHËH8
I b e lieve  that President 
Bush has done an  
excellent job  w ith  the  
situation  he has faced. 
A fter a  slow  start, Bush 
has co m e th ro u g h  fo r  
A m erica , sharing  w ith  











We know that we are not in this alone. We've seen 
the reactions o f people all over the world, and we've 
seen the anger in the ir eyes as well. Bush commented 
tha t these terrorists have stirred up a m ighty g iant 
who is determined to  remove terrorism  in this world. 
Cheney then stated that any nation that is harboring the 
terrorists linked to  Osama bin Laden w ill "feel the full 
wrath o f the United States."
I  don 't th ink these terrorists realize what they've 
gotten themselves into. I  don't think they understand 
tha t we are the most powerful nation in the world, and 
we w ill stop a t nothing until we win. I  can only hope that 
they are terrified o f the United States right now.
Laura Kennedy
I fe d  that we should have been prepared fo r a te rro r as 
such ...B ut can’t we also say that A m ericans fake life fo r 
granted? A cross the sea, a few thousand miles away, there 
are young kids who walk around every day praying that it is 
not their last....As a nation so powerful, we should be able 
to go in there and mediate what is going on and save lives. 
No instead we take their lives for granted and let the Israelites 
walk all over these innocent people...I’m sorry for all the lives 
that were lost in this display, but let this serve as a wake up 
call for the government.
Chris Anokute United We Stand
Such times that we are living in demand a strong leader. As the week 
wore on, the president gained strength and support, and he was finally 
allowed to show some emotion in his speeches. For this newly born 
president, this is a make or break situation. People around the world 
will remember him for his decisions based on Tuesday’s unexpected and 
unthinkable terrorist attacks...Let us also hope that the president will 
continue to ease our tortured souls by staying strong for his country 
in its time o f need.
The most prevalent question being tackled on the web was “Why 
shouldn’t our government seek immediate retribution against a ll nations 
who harbor and o r support the te rro ris ts  responsible fo r th is  attack, 
especially if a ll the members of NATO are backing America?”
O verall, both CNN and the MSNBC chat room had one common 
theme, and that was patriotism . Participating in both chat rooms was an 
important rem inder of how great and strong of a country America is and 




As I spoke to  many different people 
from around the country, I hove come to 
realize that at this point in time everyone is 
split up into two major groups. Those who 
ore afraid of another terrorist attack, and 
those who want to take action and be part 
of an attack on all Arabic people. While 
this is wrong to  generalize about one ethnic 
group, and it is not my opinion, it seems to 
be a popular thought...! do not think that 
people have the right to  generalize about 
one groups of people and lable the entire 
race or group as terrorists. That is not right 
and people should not be subjected to that 
kind of hatred.
Justin MacDonald
The AAontclarion Mailbag Policy
It was the terrorists goal to weaken our country 
an d  our economy. I f people keep Cosing faith, the 
terrorists wiCCachieve their goaC
Vue to the unfortunate events that happened, 
many Businesses are struggling to get Back on their 
feet. To compensate fo r  this, the securities an d  
exchange commission has announced a series of 
rules that are making it easier fo r  firm s to Buy 
Back their stocks.
If the people and the Businesses of New \Jork can 
Band together and get Back to their daily Cife, then 
the rest of the country can do so also. lYe have to 
come together as one community and Build our faith. 
yVe cannot stand Back and Cet our economy Begin to 
coCCapse. Let's stand together and make our country 
even stronger than it was.
Liberty
SarahXer
It is almost as if  most 
American teens believe tha t 
te rro rism  w ill die w ith  Bin 
Laden. W e need to  realize 
th a t it's no t ju s t about Bin 
Laden, it  is about the vicious 
m otives behind te rro rism , 
wh ich w i 11 never be defeated 
w ith  one bomb.
U n fo rtu n a te ly , as one 
o f th e  m ost pow erfu l and 
fo rtu n a te  countries o f the 
world, we are hated by many 
and envied by m ost. This 
makes us an easy target 
fo r terrorism  from  all over. 
Thus, th e  s ign ifican t f ig h t 
here is the safety o f our 
na tion , and th a t f ig h t w ill 
be a lo t longer and stronger 
than w ar on Afghanistan.
Natalia A. Aponte
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Viewpoint
Let Freedom Reign:
A letter to my diary Sept 15th 2001
New Birth of Democracy?
Dear Diary.
I am writing this from an aircraft 
four days after my adopted home, 
was attacked by terrorists. The plane 
is only a quarter full and even though 
the peak travel season in this area 
of the U.S. has passed for the most 
part, l am afraid that many potentia l 
travelers have succum bed to the 
fear that our assailants have tried to 
instil in us. As I stepped into Newark 
Airport this morning a t 5:00, I imme­
d ia te ly  began studying faces in 
the crow d. My ca rrie r has three  
flights gong out this M 
morning, bu t as I 
look around me, I am  
praying that we have 
no suicide bombers/ 
hijackers in our midst.
I begin read ing the 
faces o f those who 
look like they are o f 
the same nationality 
as our curren t ene­
mies. I cannot pen- B  
etrate these faces.../ 
don 't like the way that I am feeling 
right now - a lack o f trust in my fellow- 
men. As I make my way onto the 
aircraft again I look a t those around 
me, and I am secretly relieved that 
no one looks like a h ijacker here. 
How foolish I feel. What does a 
hijackerlook like? I am experiencing 
mental slavery. Is this w ha flt feels like 
to have your freedom taken away? 
I say a prayer and I feel better about 
myself and the journey we were 
about to make.
Millions o f Americans will experi­
ence this as they embark on their 
virgin flights, post the hijackers. I am  
thinking that now we cannot allow  
ourselves to be suspicious o f those 
around us. It w ill be like being in 
a relationship w ithout trust, where 
there is no peace o f mind. What 
quality o f life can we live like this? 
We have to be able to be sensible 
about this, trust our government and 
le t freedom reign, not just freedom in 
the way we walk and talk, but 
freedom of the
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mind. My whole 
life has changed 
since Tuesday 
September 11, 
and I am angry  
that we have 
been violated in 
this way. I pray 
tha t we, as a 
country, will fight 
m ental slavery... 
“none but our­
selves can free our mind, have no 
fear for atom ic energy, cause none a 
dem can stop di time.. “ (Bob Marley 
- Redemption Songs) I have to go 
now, there is a lo t on my mind and 
I am very sleepy. I woke a t four 
this morning. I have a wedding this 
evening and I have a couple days 
with my niece, a fte r thatT will ge t 
on yet another a ircra ft and head  
home, back to life - as I never knew 
it before.
Ciao diary, w e'll talk soon.
By David P. Southard 
Opinion Writer
Tuesday morning we as a nation lost something but maybe we have gained something too. We 
gained a sense of national unity not 
witnessed since World War it. We 
lost our innocence and our sense 
of invincibility. Our nation is now 
in the grips of a national tragedy 
unparalleled in our history. When we 
look to the New York City skyline we 
see not a missing landmark but a 
missing part of ourselves. When you 
look into the faces of your fellow 
citizens you can see your confused 
and numb look staring back at you. 
How are we to make ourselves whole 
again? Can we ever be whole 
again? And finally what should 
be the limits of
our vengeance?
Should there be 




engaged in a 
new and fright­
ening type of 
war. It is a time for 
us as Americans, | 
liberals and con- ™  
servatives, regardless of race or 
creed, to come together and focus 
our national rage toward the right 
culprits. We should take time to make 
sure we blam e the right peop le  
and not get caught up in a tide of 
racism. We should guard against 
laying the blame on all people of 
M iddle Eastern decen t. Do the 
actions of a few within a race of 
people represent the whole race? 
Did Timothy McVeigh represent all 
white Americans? No, I believe we 
are growing into a unified people.
We are witnessing the birth of a 
new democracy. In a collective way 
we are growing as human beings. 
By hearing the accounts of cour­
age and loss we are recognizing a 
sentimental bond that most of us 
did not realize existed. Race, class 
and political ideology seem to be 
secondary because when all is said 
and done we are all Americans. It 
truly is a strange time to be alive: it 
is both terrible and inspiring. When 
we watch others on the TV make the 
awful decision of whether to jump to 
certain death or die by fire, most 
o f us can em pathize and so we
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grow. Things are put in perspective 
and people realize w hat is really 
important in life. One also senses 
the real beg inn ing o f an almost 
symbiotic relationship between the 
people arid our leaders. President 
Bush quoted FDR at the memorial 
ceremony when he said "We are 
in the glow of national unity." You 
could actually see this with all the 
candle-light vigils taking place all 
over the country.
For a long time our country 
seemed to be in state of decline and 
we were all just concerned about 
ourselves. Our biggest problems 
were “ can I find a parking space 
before  class?" or “will my sports 
team win this season?" Now we see 
that we are part of bigger issues. 
Our generation and our country 
are being tested but do we have 
the mettle that former generations 
had? Can we muster 
the same resolve our 
grandparents had 
during World War II? 
Time will tell, but we 
as a nation must bind 
together and we must 
decide what action 
to take. One fact is 
clear, the American 
people demand ven­
geance.
We are on an 
inevitable course toward war and 
bloodshed. We must be determined 
and resolute if we are to prevail in 
this crisis. This requires not just a 
massive violent response but also 
a more active role as an arbitrator 
in the Middle East. We should work 
toward solutions that reconcile the 
b itter hatred between Jews and 
Muslims because if we just wage war 
w ithout addressing the problems 
that give rise to terrorism, then we 
will fail. If we just seek a peaceful 
resolution we will also fail. This is 
a new type of war. We must do 
both in order to be successful. With 
brute force alone our country could 
become embroiled in several Viet­
nam like wars. We could create 
a vicious circle, where one violent 
action inspires another. Afghanistan 
after all was Russia's Vietnam. If we 
fail to punish the terrorists and those 
that aid and comfort them what will 
stop them from attacking us again. 
W hat is to stop them from using 
biological and chemical weapons 
next time. We as a people did not 
start this war, but by God we will 
finish it.
Continued from p. 21
mountainous regions of Afghani­
stan, but also operate in various 
other Arab countries as well. Amer­
ica cannot simply bomb them all 
and hope to stop terrorism alto­
gether. Even worse, bin Laden 
has so much political c lout and 
resources that he is likely never to 
be found, despite a united effort 
of nations. The United States must 
be precise and patient, not hot­
headed. How can we call our­
selves a democracy if we engage 
in the very acts we are con­
demning? Counter-terrorism then
becomes terrorism nonetheless. 
The deaths of bin Laden and his 
associates will not bring back the 
thousands of lives that were taken a 
week ago. The fact of the matter 
is, the WTC a ttack  was a despi­
cable and unimaginably horrid act 
for which there is no conceivable 
recourse. The terrorists in those 
planes were victorious the moment 
the two towers collapsed. President 
Bush would like us to think we will 
win this "new kind of war", but the 
fact is that we have already lost.
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Several organizations on campus are working together to 
provide assistance to the relief efforts in New York City. We 
are trying to collect monetary donations to be donated to 
organizations directly involved in the relief efforts. If you 
can spare even a little cash, it would be greatly appreciated in 
this time of need. Please come to the SGA office in the 
Student Center to make a donation (and be on the lookout for 
more donation containers at the residence hall desks soon). 
Also be on the lookout for tables selling Andres Lara’s 
inspirational book. He has graciously donated all the 
proceeds from his book sales on campus to our cause. For 
more information, or to join out efforts, please e-mail 
Amanda at ASSIST_Secretary@juno.com.
THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR HELP!
Sponsored by “The Dream Team”
including members from ASSIST, Arabic Student Organization, Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 
Conservation Club, Four Walls, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, LASO, Medieval Society 
MSU Greens, MTSO, Phi Mu Alpha, Players, SPECTRUMS, WMSC, the Student Government
Association and others.
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The Top Reasons to 
Get Over the Summer 
Romance And Get on 
With Your Life
By Kathleen McFadden 
Humour™ Staff Writer
Are you feeling down in the 
dumps because your summer 
romance is over? Are you still pining 
for the sultry, sizzling 
days of frolicking on 
the beach with your 
sweetie, a. fresh Mai 
Tai and Jackie Col­
lins novel intact?
Well, as Cher to ld 
Nicholas Cage in 
Moonstruck "snap- 
out of it!" Your brain 
was overheated 




Okay, okay, so 
every summer 
romance does in 
fact have the 
potentia l to ignite 
swoonworthy pas­
sion, but keep in 
mind that the 
intense feelings that 
flooded  over you 
like the polluted Atlantic high tide 
were most likely tem porary--and 
for good reason. Summer is the per­
fect time to hook up with a hemp- 
donning hottie, but along with the 
cool September breeze that comes 
sweeping in after Labor Day comes 
the time to say goodbye and good 
riddance (at least until Spring break). 
Here's why:.
1. “ It’s better to burn out than to 
fade away." Granted this melodra­
matic statement cam e from some 
cheesy '80’s hair band on V H l’s 
"Behind the Music," but think about 
it; there is a grain of truth mixed in 
with the corn. Wouldn't.you rather 
associate your summer fling with 
memories of laughter, of partying ‘til 
you puked and making fun of old 
people riding the tramcar rather than 
the barrage of irritatingly desperate 
voicem ails tha t will im plore you 
to "drive up and see me? Pleeeeer 
asq?” Not to mention the myriad of 
annoying chain letters and pointless 
forwards that will come and flood 
your Hotmail account. And believe 
me, my friend, they will come. The 
cuteness will cease.
2. Youwon’t have to feel guilty for’ 
ogling the cutie who sits next to you 
in Human Sexuality. A fter all, it's 
only human nature to look. And 
make eye contact. And ask fbr the 
time. And then of course strike up a 
conversation. Do you have a copy 
of the syllabus? Gan I see it? Do you 
have a piece of gum? Can I have it? 
Do you have a tattoo? Can I look at 
it? Do you have my phone number? 
Do ya want it? Carpe diem, baby! 
Who knows where a couple of pri­
vate study sessions in a quiet library 
corner might lead-- providing, of
course, that no strange middle-aged 
men approach you.
3. Now you have an incentive to 
keep hitting the treadmill during this 
bitterly cold “ Joisey" winter. Give 
your summer fling a reason to gen­
uinely mean, “you look great!"
next June. Forget 
bulky layers and 
bubble guts. Just 
blast "The Thong 
Song" in your 
Walkman and 
. imagine you and 
he/she are run­
ning towards 
each other in slow 
motion on the 
beach, clad in 
a string bikini or 
Speedo, Still too 
tired to pound out 
that extra mile? I 
d idn 't think so.
4. You'll have 




to learn how to 
crochet. Watch 
a movie with sub­
titles. Practice the mandolin. Clean 
out those skippies and Z-Cavarricis 
taking up space in your closet. If 
you're really hard up, do some extra­
credit homework. Another potential 
tim e-eater to consider yoga. You 
might feel a little silly chanting “Om" 
the first few  times, but M adonna 
swears by it and look how ripped 
she is.
5. Pina Coladas aren't'as tasty 
during the winter. Enough said. Let’s 
think realistically here. There is no 
way to recapture summer m agic 
while c lad in a turtleneck sweater 
and boots. Can you try? Sure. The 
two of you can sit shivering on a 
blanket in Belmar again, pledging 
your undying devotion in between 
sniffles. But the most you’ll wind up 
with is a broken heart, an empty 
gas tank and a severe case of strep 
throat.
So people, if these reasons aren' t 
enough to send you booking for the 
hills of MSU after the cute little shuttle 
. bus I leave you with this final thought: 
it's Friday night, ten-o'clock. You're 
not working the Saturday morning 
shift for once. Your best friends are all 
decked out and ready to go trolling. 
Where will you be? Out partying like 
the bootylicious rock star that you 
are, qr stuck in some traffic jam on 
the Garden State Parkway like a 
sucker? Just look a t your cute self, 
squinting at crappy, hastily scribbled 
- directions and armed with nothing 
but fistful of sticky change for the tolls, 
a lukewarm French Vanilla coffee 
and a box of stale Munchkins from 
the last rest stop's Dunkin' Donuts. 
Don't do it to yourself! Save yourself 
before it's too late! And good luck 
with the upcoming school year.
¿ ¿ W o u l d n ’t  yo u
RATHER ASSOCIATE YOUR 
SUMMER FLING WITH 
MEMORIES OF LAUGHTER, 
OF PARTYING ‘TIL YOU 
PUKED AND MAKING FUN 
OF OLD PEOPLE RIDING 
THE TRAMCAR RATHER 
THAN THE BARRAGE OF 
IRRITATINGLY DESPERATE 
VOICEMAILS THAT WILL 
IMPLORE YOU TO DRIVE 
UP AND SEE M E?’ 99
O S w o r d
ACROSS 
1 Exactly suitable 
4 Viewed 












26 Adriatic or Aegean




34 Came up 
36 Herbal quaff 
38 Fit to market 
42 Type of orange
44 Persian Gulf 
country





54 A g a _  III
55 Burden
57 Wine cabinet 




64 1 and 1, side-by- 
side
65 In the near future
66 Half a bikini








3 Moving at a 
jogger's pace
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11 Pass through a 
membrane
12 Chin beard








31 Respond to a 
snooze alarm
33 Deceased
35 Urban renewal 
target
37 Open-mouthed
39 Kin of shower 
stalls
40 Minnelli of 
“Cabaret"
41 Harrow’s rival
43 * in Gaza”
W ant to  see this sp ace  
filled with som ething inter- 
esting? Found this section  
to  b e  uninteresting, boring, 
an d  rea liy  crappy?  Then 
w hy don 't you w rite then! 
C o m e on dow n to  The 
M ontc la rion , an d  ask to  
jo in  the Humour™ section.
You m ay  not b e  funny, 
but qu ite  frankly our editor 
could  really  use a  slave to  
b e an  assistant an d  do all 
the boring work.
| V | Q | 0 | Q | V | T N | 3 | 3 | S M l | d | V |
45 Mobile sculptor 56 Opera star
46 Star of “My 57 Pitcher
Favorite Year” ‘ David
47 Enlarged (a hole) 58 Chimed
4 9 __P. Chase 60 Final pro fit.
53 Polynesian island 62 Period
group 63 Lenient
§o,HoWs Youruttlê p vM , 
project GatWl® ALPNG? )
Tjfe iôcSsofwî
■ PllMlSTHE » 
VIOLENCE WHERWI
id -are maU. 
tarsæ ted e*>tu; 
industry
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I f  y o u  w e r e  a  c e l e b r it y  y o u ’d  
B E ...
A r ie s  (M a r c h  2 1  -  A p r il  2 0 ) : . . .
ROCKIN’ OUT HARD LUCE A  M IX  OF SYSTEM
o f  a  D o w n  a n d  B a c k s t r e e t  B o y s . 
Y o u ’r e  j u s t  t h e  k in d  o f  p s y c h o  w h o
COULD ACTUALLY M A K E  IT  W O RK, TOO.
Ta u r u s  (A p r il  2 1  -  M a y  2 0 ): ...s t a r ­
r in g  IN  INDEPENDENT F ILM S , OR PERHAPS 
PAR TIC IPATIN G  IN  THE M A K IN G  OF THE  
SO U N D TR AC K. Y O U ’VE  GOT TH E FREE 
S P IR IT , C R E A TIV ITY  AN D  STRONG W IL L  
THAT IDENTIFIES YOU W ITH  INDEPENDENT 
F ILM S .. AND IT  ALSO HELPS THAT YO U’RE 
POOR AS A  M O THER AN D  YO U ’LL TAKE  
W ORK W HEREVER YOU CAN GET IT .
Ge m in i (M a y  2 1  -  Ju n e  2 1 ): . . .g r e a t  
FOR PLAYING  PSYCHO CHARACTERS LIK E  
Two Fa c e  f r o m  Ba t m a n  Re tu r n s . Y o u r  
DUAL PERSONALITY HELPS YOU ID EN TIFY  
W IT H  W EIR DO S W HO  H A V E  PR O BLEM S  
FIGURING OUT RIG HT FROM  W RONG. TH IS  
W ILL ALSO BE FUEL FOR M A N Y  OF YOUR  
OFF-SCREEN ESCAPADES IN  THE SLUMS OF
H o l l y w o o d  a s  w e l l .
Ca n c e r  (J u n e  2 2  -  Ju l y  2 2 ) : . . .a
GAFFER. OR THE BEST BO Y. YOU TEND 
TO STAY H ID D E N  IN  YOUR SHELL M OST 
OF THE T IM E , SO W H Y  NOT EARN THE B IG  
BUCKS H ID IN G  IN  TH E DEPTHS OF THE 
CREDITS?
L e o  (Ju l y  2 3  -  A u g u s t  ¿ 3 ): . . .a  d r a g  
QUEEN. You ALW AYS HAD A  FLA IR  FOR 
THE D R A M A TIC , W H A T BETTER W A Y  TO
s h o w  it  o f f ?  Y e a h , s o  m a y b e  t h e
W H O LE M A K E U P , W IG  A N D  W O M E N ’ S 
CLOTHES TH IN G  M IG H T  GET TO YO U AT 
FIR ST, JUST R EM EM BER  GIRLS D IG  GAY 
GUYS.
V ir g o  (A u g u s t  2 4  -  Se p t e m b e r  2 3 ): 
...a  p o r n  s t a r . Co m e  o n , y o u  k n o w
YOU W ANT TO.
L ib r a  (S e p t e m b e r  2 4  -  Oc t o b e r  
2 3 ) : ...B E S T  FR IE N D  TO A  C E LE B R ITY . 
Yo u ’r e  s m a r t  e n o u g h  t o  k n o w  t h a t
YOU CAN GET ALL THE BENEFITS OF BEING 
A  CELEBRITY JUST B Y  BEING  BEST BUDS 
W ITH  ONE. IT  ALSO HELPS THAT YO U’RE 
TOO LAZY TO ACTUALLY W ORK AT BEING  A  
B IG  N AM E ON THE M ARQUEE.
Sc o r p io  (O c t o b e r  2 1  -  N o v e m b e r  
2 2 ) :  . . . in  a  C h r is t ia n  r o c k  b a n d . 
T h is  s c h e m e  s h o u l d  w o r k  w e l l  u n t il
PEOPLE R E A LIZ E  Y O U ’R E A C TU A LLY  A
Ch r is t ia n  r o c k  b a n d  a n d  y o u  s in g  
a b o u t  Je s u s . He y , it ’s  w o r k e d  so  f a r  
f o r  Cr e e d .
Sa g it t a r iu s  (N o v e m b e r  2 3  -  
De c e m b e r  2 1 ): . . .o n e  o f  t h o s e  l o n e r
ARTSY TYPES. YOU NEED YOUR SPACE 
TO W ORK AN D  IF  YOU DON’T  GET IT , YOU 
GO ON A  THREE OR FOUR D AY VIO LENT 
D R IN KIN G  BING E. W H IC H , AT SOME POINT 
DOW N THE ROAD, COULD FUEL A  SECOND 
CAREER AS YOU SELL YOUR M EM O IR S TO 
M A K E  A  M O V IE .
Ca p r ic o r n  (D e c e m b e r  2 2  -  Ja n u a r y
2 0 ): ...D EA TH  M ETAL SATAN W ORSHIPPER 
LEAD SIN G ER . H E Y .. C APR IC O R N  IS  A  
GOAT AFTER ALL.
A q u a r iu s  (Ja n u a r y  2 1  -  Fe b r u a r y  
1 9 ): ...A  SPACEY N E W -A G E  TYPE W HO  
RUNS A  PSYCHIC HO TLINE. NOT ONLY ARE 
YOU OUT THERE, YOU SEE THE PROFIT IN  
BEING FLAKY.
P is c e s  (F e b r u a r y  2 0  -  M a r c h  2 0 ):
. . .A  S P E C IA L-E FFE C TS  A R T IS T . OR A
f l u f f e r . Y o u ’ r e  g o o d  w it h  y o u r
HANDS, EITHER W A Y , YO U’LL NEVER BE 
OUT OF W ORK.
V ltó i rtORSfò fc&orfÉ' VMPrRéS
C M W ...1 N.VIKVS o P 1
WMtAlNG 1U£ |ASlZfcD
op w hat rrs PoitfrTMG ter...
UMy OoGS WILL hUStéO. *













READY TO KICK 
SOME ASS.
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c l a s i  i n f i  e d s
ch ild  care  w an ted
Great Pay, flexible hours. Babysitter 
needed for Glen Ridge schoolgirl. 
1-3 days a week, from  around 
5:30-8:30 p.m., though flexible. 
$10 an hour. Must own car. (973) 
783-7836.________________________
Childcare (P/T) needed in Wayne 
home by Route 23) for 9-year-old 
child. Weekdays from  3:00-6:30 
PM. Must have car. Call 628-7057 
after 7:00 PM.____________________
Immediate opening for childcare 
needed: MW F 4-7 PM. A ss is t 
mother with 3 small children 
in Montclair. Call Emily: 
973-744-4531. Must have car.
Childsitter. 11 and 14-year-old 
boys a fte r schoo l, 3-4 hrs/day, 
car required, light housekeeping. 
783-3360.__________________
Fun babysitter wanted for 2 children 
(8, 6). Two afternoons/week & 2 
nights/month. Competitive salary, 
walking d istance to MSU. Call 
746-6276._____________________
A fte r school care needed fo r 3 
children ages 7 (twins) & 8, three 
days, 3-6:30 p.m. Prefer Tuesday, 
Wednesday 7 Thursday, but flex­
ible. W alking distance to MSU. 
Call 201-214-0783._______________
After school Childcare/Pickup for 2 
families, 3-5 PM Monday, Wednes­
day and Thursday. Excellent pay, 
non-smoking environment, refer­
ences. Please call 746-2885 for 
more details._____________________
Babysitter W anted: Some afte r­
noons or evenings, flexible sched­
ule, for nice family with two children. 
Good pay. Experience and refer- 
ences required. Call 744-0444.
Babysitter wanted on a part-time 
“a s -n e e d ” bas is  fo r in fan t and 
3-year-old in Montclair. Education 
major preferred. Must have car. 
References required. $8/hour. Call 
655-0229.________________________
Position available: CHILDCARE/ 
NANNY. Montclair: loving caregiver 
for 2 children (6 & 3-1/2). Experi­
ence and re fe rences requ ired. 
Must drive. Light housekeeping. 
PT-20-24 hrs/wk. (9731-655-0349. 
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★
Positions Available Immecjiately *  
for Scientists. *
★★★★★★★★★ i
MacJ Science o f  N orth Central New Jersey ★ 
is currently look ing  fo r students to  work T  
1-4-hours a week teaching science classes ★ 
to  ki4s. Excellent pay-inclu4ing training!! T
Do You: ★
★ Love Working with chiMren/
★ Have fu ll-tim e  access to  a car? ★
★ Have an outgoing personality?
i f  you answered yes to  these questions, . *  
give us a call at (973) 24-4—1880 ★
an4 set up an interview. *
★
Childcare- 20 hrs/week. Respon­
sible babysitter for 3-year-old in 
Montclair home (15 min from MSU). 
Valid d river’s license and refer­
ences a must. Call 973-746-4879 
between 9 am to 7 pm.___________
Sitter Needed Part-time. 5 days 
monthly. Monday and/or Thursday 
afternoon 12:30 to 7:30. Car neces­
sary for picking up kids in Montclair. 
$9 per hour. Please call Alaine 
783-4589._____________________
Part-time with car. College student 
with car needed for 2-3 days after 
schoo l. Help w ith  hom ew ork, 
activities for 4 children. Roseland 
area. Call Donna @ 226-3332.
Part-tim e to care for 2 children 
ages 4 mo. and 3 yrs. Flexible 
hours, good pay. Must be honest, 
reliable, love kids and have exp. 
Call Debbie: 744-3604.___________
Seeking experience P/T caregiver
for an infant and a 5 yr old. Refer­
ences reqd. M-F afternoons. Call 
973-509-6049.___________________
Child care needed for 13-year-old in 
our Upper Montclair home. Tues­
days 7 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. a d 
W ednesdays 4 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 
MUST have car. Excellent salary. 
CALL 19731 783-3908.___________
Child Care - Seeking experienced, 
reliable person to watch my tod­
dler and/or infant in my Little Falls 
home. I w ill w ork around your 
schedule. References required. 
Call 973-256-4321._______________
Childcare Needed for 9 y.o. child 
in Wayne. Mon-Fri 3:00-6:30 PM. 
Call (973) 628-7057 after 7 p.m. 
$10-$12/hour. ________________
Looking for babysitter for Friday and 
Saturday evenings when needed for 
a 5-year-old and 6-year-old, located 
in North Caldwell, NJ. Please leave 
message at 973-994-7777 x142.
Childcare needed after school in 
West Orange, M-F, 3-7 PM, for girls 
9 and 13. Pick-up from school, 
d rive  my car to activ ities , help 
with homework, perepare dinner. 
D river’s license/references. 
973-669-8163. _________________
Kidsitter Needed - Monday through 
Friday, 3:15-6:15 p.m. for two 
children, g irl age 9, boy age 7. 
$10 -12 /hou r. E xperience  and 
references required. Start ASAP. 
973-367-1339.___________________
Wanted: Energetic, independent 
childcare provider for 3 children 
ages 10,12,16. M ust be great 
driver with own car. M-F 2:30-6:30. 
References required. 509-0940 
or 2561._________________________
Experienced sitter wanted for 2 
children in Upper Montclair one or 
two evenings per week. Prefer local 
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help wanted
Busy Clifton distributor of craft and 
novelty products seeks dependable 
part-tim e fo rk lift operator. W ill 
train and certify. Flexible hours at 
$9.50. Call Judy at 973-458-0092, 
x559.__________
Pre-School teacher and teacher’s 
aids needed. 8.27.01 openings in 
Fort Lee Day care. F/T and P/T 
positions available. Flexible for 
students. Must have some experi- 
ence. Call 201-944-9642.________
Tutor for our 12-year-old, seventh- 
grade son in our Upper Montclair 
home, ours M-Th 2:30-6:30 PM
ideally. $15/hour. Must have own 
car. Evenings 973-746-5652.
Part-time Administrative Assistant 
for Fairfield Real Estate Appraisal 
Office. Ideal for student wishing 
to work through school year. Very 
flexible day hours. Call 808-5240.
Models. Women 18 and older for 
outdoor test shoot. Tasteful Nudity. 
Will exchange pictures for model­
ing. No experience necessary. 
(9731 365-4054. _______________
Editor/writer with excellent 
grammar/syntax/writing skills. Work 
by telephone & email. Applicant 
needs computer, news, promotion 
and correspondence writing skills.
O P T IM A L  L IV IN G  H E A L T H  F A IR
Nourishment for the Body, Mind & Soul
Join us fo r this exciting day o f fun and enlightenment with 40  
exhibitors promoting health and wellness, fre e  lectures, health 
screenings, body workers, psychics, pet adoptions and more! 
Exhibits include acupuncture, aromatherapy, aura photos, 
chiropractic, feng shui, health foods, herbs, hypnotherapy, 
iridology, jew elry and g ifts , laser vision, magnetic therapy, 
massage &  body workers, microscopy, nutrition, psychics, skin care, 
stress reduction, weight management, yoga, meditation and more!
Sunday, Sep. 30th from 10:00am -  6:00pm 
Montclair University - Student Center Ballroom
Genera! Admission: $ 8 .00  Students d  Seniors: $ 5 .00  Children under 12: FREE
INFO : A lternative H ealth C oncepts (908) 684-3555  
ahcm ail@ aol.com  •  w w w .alternativehealthconcepts.com
iü P
jT K ^ af|b fp iIn ess Services 
extends ourpeepest sympathy 
to the members of our 
«universitycommunity ff 
who have been affected by 
last week’s tragic events.
If we can provide you with any 
support services, please call
■ h f l l
HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER 973.6&4391
- ? B la n to n  H all, F irst F loor *M, T, Th, 8-8 F, 9-5
COIINSaHIG AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SE8VICES 9 7 3 .6 5 5 Ìflì
. _____________ G ilbreth  Hause » M -Th*8-5, F, 8:30-4:30
EW KBKY WEDICtt. SERVICES : : 973.6S5.4t|1
S tu d en t C enter, Boom  IQ S *  2417
SERVICES FOR STUDENTS WITH tfsADHJTlES 973.655.5431
M orehead B a ll, R m  118*% '%  F, 8:30-4:30• M, Th, 8:30-7
WELLNESS EDUCATION ^  l g  973.655J397
B ohn H all, F& idiFloor • M-F, 9-5





$10+ per hour, apply to 
marcrevnol@aol.com.____________
Photo Lab/Retail Store looking for 
Part time help. Will train. Apply 
in person. Magicolor Photo, 227 
Bellevue Ave, Upper Montclair, NJ 
07043._______________
Wanted: Responsible individual to 
housesit 2 weeks from Oct.-Nov., 
West Orange (15 mins from MSU). 
Salary negotiable. Call 699-0901.
Need instruction w ith M icrosoft 
Word 2000. Contact Gary. LEAVE 
MESSAGE at 973-731-5974.
egg donors wanted
Healthy woman of Italian descent, 
age 21-32. Compensation $5000. 
For egg donation, call Judy for 
information: 973-761-5600, 10:00 
AM to 3:00 PM.
for sale
1995 Saturn (SC2), 63,000 miles, 
A/C, 5-speed manual, garage kept, 
sun roof, go ld , asking $5,850. 
Excellent condition. Call or leave 
message (9731 699-8512.________
for rent
Furnished room for rent for a non­
smoking female. Quiet neighbor­
hood, private entrance, near park, 
near transportation, near Univer­
sity, space available for parking,
$450.00/month. Available 9/15/01. 
973-744-5914.
Looking for roommate. Non/smoker. 
Male or Female. Single woman in 
private home in Chatham. Your own 
private bedroom and bathroom! 
Washer and dryer. Use of kitchen. 
Nice Backyard. Price right! Call 
Beverlv (2121575-5060.__________
Female roommate needed. 2 
bdrm, 2 bath, Upper Montclair. 2 
m iles from  school, smoker, call 
973-994-9815.
spring break
#1 Spring Break Operator! Check 
out our website for the best deals! 
www.vagabondtours.com. Cancún, 
Bahamas, Jamaica & Florida. 
G roup organ izers EARN FREE 
TRIPS & CASH... Call today! 
1-866-BREAK-00.
Spring Break 2002- Travel with 
STS, American’s #1 Student Tour 
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico, 
Baham as or F lorida. Prom ote 
trips on-campus to earn cash 
and free  trips. Inform ation/ 
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or 
www.ststravel.com.______
Spring Break insanity! 222.inter- 
campus.com or call 1-800- 
327-6013. G uaranteed lowest 
prices! We’re the best- forget the 
rest! Fifteen years experience! All 
destinations wanted: representa­
tives and organizations, earn top 
$$$. build resume!_______________
Make this dream a reality.
Your gift to  Volunteers of America means that many 
children in need in our community don’t  have to 
wonder where they will sleep, or what they will eat. 
Help us give children a safe, secure place to  call home.
Volunteers of America—  
changing lives, restoring hope.
Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or visit 
www.volunteersobmerica.org.
Volunteers 
f  o f America*
There are no lim its to  caring. ™
(800) 2-REVIEW • w w w . Princeton Re
/The
(  Princeton 
v— Review
Better Scons. Better Schools.
MCAT • LSAT • GRE • GMAT
B ett|r Scores. Better Schools. 
Any Questions?
.com




co rd ia lly  invites you to  a tten d  an
Open House
for all Graduate Programs
Sunday, September 23 
Student Center 
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Learn more about our programs 
and speak w ith faculty advisors 
and the Graduate School staff! 
Refreshments w ill be served.




• Business Administration (MBA)
•  Business Education
• Certificate Programs (various)
•  Chemistry
•  Communication 
Sciences & Disorders
•  Computer Science
•  Counseling, Human 
Services & Guidance
•  Education
•  Educational Psychology
• English
•  Environmental Studies
• Fine Arts
• Fine Arts in Studio Arts (MFA)
• French
Call (973) 655-5147 or visit our website at 
www.montciair.edu for additional information. 
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Roller Coaster Start
Win 2, Drop 3 Straight
By John Montesano 
StaffWriter
The MSU Men's Soccer team  
started off the year 2-0. Since then 
the Red Hawks have dropped three 
straight, losing to City College of 
New York, Roanoke (VA) and most 
recently to Allegheny (PA).
The losses to Roanoke and 
Allegheny cam in consecutive days 
as participants in the Seashore Clas­
sic, which took place a t Richard 
Stockton College in Pomona, New 
Jersey.
In a dramatic loss to CCNY, 1-0 
in overtime, the Red Hawks' offense 
couldn’t get going. They had eight 
shots on goal, but could not put 
anything past CCNY goalie Roger 
Cyrus. The lone goal cam e from 
Santiago Hetman on an unassisted 
shot.
At the Seashore Classic on Sep­
tember 7, MSU was handed a tough 
loss to Roanoke, 5-1.
The solo Red Hawk goal came 
from Osei Bonsu and was assisted 
by Matt Caswell. The goal by Bonsu 
game the Red Hawks a 1-0 lead. 
Roanoke scored the next five and 
the Red Hawks suffered their worst 
loss of the season.
In the second game of the Sea­
shore Classic, MSU took a loss at the 
hands, or feet, of Allegheny, 3-1. 
Bonsu scored his fourth goal of the 
season, which turned out to be the 
only goal by the Red Hawks. All three 
Allegheny goals cam in the second 
half.
In the season opener against 
Washington College, the Red Hawks 
were led by Bonsu, who scored two 
goals and Caswell, who had the 
other goal, which turned out to be 
the game winner for MSU defeated 
Washington College, 3-2 in overtime. 
Mike Johnston, Steve Leonard, and 
Andrew M acho each added an 
assist. Goalie Alex Luna m ade a 
strong contribution, saving six of the 
eight shots on goal.
At home in their second game of 
the season, the Red Hawks faced 
off against Rhode Island College. 
The goals were scored in this game 
by Sheppard and Wooldy Lapointe, 
who had two goals on two shots, 
one of which was the game winning 
goal. Caswell chipped in with two 
assists and Rob Valerie and Sean 
Pasieka each added one as MSU 
defeated Rhode Island, 3-2.
Due to the horrific September 
11 a ttacks;on the United States, 
the Red Hawks scheduled game at 
Richard Stockton was postponed. 





The field hockey team picks up its first victory o f the season in 
a 2-1 overtime win against Wilkes this past Thursday. Sarah 
Levine scored the game-winner with 78:18 into the game.
'




we’l l  push you to
5 th en  t e l l  you to jump*
• v < . ..¿SsSL
' , l ’s in you. The desire to go farther than you ever have. To start where others stop. I t ’s why you 
ShotHdiconsider Arrhy ROTC. In th is class, you’ ll face a ll sorts of challenges. And in the process, 
develop sk ills  th a fllla s t a life tim e, tik e  how to  th ink on your feet and be a good leader and 
-  V / r v H :  S | -decision rnaker. Register today for Army ROTQi And hold on tigh t. .®-*y.'iff?:;, Tm bmm t 1 ...
I  • iS  « ■ S llill
A R M  Y  R O T C  Unlike any other college course you can take.
m
For more information, contact 
^(Captain Stocking^^^73) 761-9446 
^%r stockita@shu;è<lPs
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By Mike Sanchez and Eli Gelman
É
I cam e to  p ractice  last Tuesday thinking it 
wasn’t real. I figured when I went back and turned 
on the TV, it wasn't really there. I was just dreaming 
about it. I thought I was dreaming. It was just like 
a dream. I go to the city ail the time and was 
just thinking if I was there, how would I get out? 
I feel real lucky I wasn’t anywhere close to that. 
Everyone was here [at last Tuesday’s practice] in 
body, but not in spirit and mind.
-  Wooldy Lapointe
I found out in my early morning 
class and everyone was watching 
it in the Student Center. As far as 
p ractic ing  tha t day, we tried to 
get our minds off it and for what it 
[practice] was and what happened, 
we showed professionalism, and 
maturity as a team and had a pretty 
good session.
It’s awful. Hearing about it made 
me sick. I couldn’t stomach what 
was going on. You saw the smoke 
and just couldn’t believe what hap­
pened. It’s disgusting to think that 
somebody could crash a plane into 
a building where there are 20,000 
people. You can 't understand why 
or how somebody could think about 
doing that.
We took a bad licking this past 
weekend and had four intense 
[practice] sessions the past week. 
We want to play and get ready for 
the conference. Playing helps guys 
focus on their lives and move on from 
what happened this [last] week. We 
all feel bad about what happened 
and are trying to move on and play­
ing helps. As long as we’re playing, 
we feel like everything is normal, but 




Worked at Cantor Fitzgerald 
103rd Floor 
25 Years Old 
Graduated: 
Union High School 
Montclair State University 
Men's Tennis from ‘95-’98 
Co-Captain 98
After taking his cue from President Bush to not 
give into terrorism and continue to live life as 
before, Women’s head Coach Brian McLaughlin 
and the team played their schedule match the 
following day after the tragedy.
However, before practice on Friday, McLaughlin 
was informed that former MSU tennis player, Khalid 
Shahid was still missing after Tuesday. McLaughlin 
already wondering if the team should play the 
match on Saturday was convinced that perhaps 
it was better off canceling the game, which he 
did.
The somber coach  had * 
coached Shahid in a short ( 
span when Anthony Short, c 
the Men's Head Coach was a 




Since we were scheduled to play the next day, you almost have to get out there and 
a t least get a run through. I checked around and made sure that there was nobody on 
our team that was directly affected by it and if anybody had a problem, they could have 
taken care of that.
It was a casual, short practice. I think for the kids at the end of it, we thought it wasn’t 
such a bad thing because we got a chance to work out and didn’t just sit around. We didn’t 
know if our game was cancelled.
Everybody's mind is a bit elsewhere. It's difficult, but we realize we have to keep going. But 
at what point is.it appropriate [to play]? I don 't know.
It's a tough call. If the NCAA came down and said there are no collegiate sports, I would 
agree 100 percent. If they say move forward and play the games, it’s probably ok for the kids 
to play the games and get a little break and compete.
You just keep staring at the TV and since w e’re in this area, everyone's going to know  
somebody who knows somebody who works there [at the World Trade Center]. You can 't 
rationalize it. Everybody's still in shock. Everybody believes something will be done and are 
going to wait to see what that is.
-  Cpach Rob Chesney
m
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Athletes React to Terrorist Attacks
The women's soccer team  landed in Newark International A irport a t 5:30 a.m. the Tuesday 
morning of the terrorist attacks.
It's very scary, extremely scary to know that we missed everything by a couple of hours. We don't 
know, but we could have been in the airport with those [hijackers].
I believe it’s a huge tradgedy. But perhaps the best way for us to deal with it is to get back on 
the field and put it aside for a few hours.
-  Stephanie Romanko
Tragedies happen and we have 
to deal with it. Itry fr io t tf> w a tbh - 
it; they show it so nwqh o n jjiV ^ tt^  
shocking for something like that to 
happen like th a tl You *iee Stuff like 
that in the movies, not in
We had a meeting that day [Sep- 
‘ temloer 11 j|b u t  We didn’t b ra ftjce  
which made it better. Coach told 
us to focus and try fo get our minds 
off of it because we were going fo 
have practice the next day. It was 
a tragedy. When something like that 
happens, you don’t know how to 
react or what to expect. It happened 
in New York, but it still affects people 
all over. It was much bigger than 
football.
The first day, we were off and 
had time to  think about it. If we 
were to cancel this weekend's game 
[Brockport], I would understand. If 
you're going to go out there on the 
field, you have to clear your mind.
-  Omar Lucas
BHj r
Practice is|ke an escape. You don’t 
reqltyMear too many people talking 
'*• Whilekve're on the field, it’s like 
isvv^re getting away from all of it. When 
I go to work, (it's going to be smack 
there in my race, in Hoboken where I 
rworttrlftTpercent of my customers work 
in the city. I want to practice and play. 
If I wasn’t playing, I'd be sitting a t home 
and watching TV. My father's been 
over there and has called me, telling 
me how horrible it is over there. He’s a 
fireman in Union. My uncles are over 
there. They're cops. They say it's terrible. 
It's bad. You wish you would never 
have to see something like this.
-  Ed Collins
It seemed very obvious to me on Tuesday that the best thing to do was gather everyone together, talk to them about 
what occurred and give them an opportunity to call homeand tell their families that they're ok. They didn't need to have 
football that day, that’s the furthest thing from their minds.
We came back Wednesday, the mood was somber. For us, we're still in New York, and in Washington, D.C. But there 
were periods of the practice when we got into it a little bit, they seemed like their minds were clear. They seemed like their 
thoughts were away from the problems. And when practice was over, those problems were still there and we were still 
thinking about them. So it wasn’t a typical practice in any way.
I want to do something that's right. I don't want the people to think that they're going to stop America from going on and 
from going forward. And if it sounds like I’m waving the flag, I am because I feel that way.
From a competitive nature, it bothers me to have someone say we can’t and what they're saying is, "You can 't live 
your normal life now. We've put fear into your hearts, everything is going to stop." I think America has finally realized that 
once everything has calmed down a bit, they’re not going to stop us. We're going to go back to doing our normal way of 
life, we're going to figure out what we need to do and deal with the situation.
[Deciding to play] is the toughest decision I've ever had to make as a football coach because I'm  tom with my 
own personal feelings in terms of what's right.
The competitiveness inside me tells me, ‘don 't let them stop us.'
This is the first time people attacked us on our grounds. Pearl Harbor wasn't our home grounds, this is.
-  Coach Rick Giancola
Lending Hands
departed the city and arrived back to their 
room in Blanton Hall at 12:15 a.m. Thursday 
morning.
"I d idn ’t even think w e 'd  get in," said 
Battiato. “ It was lined w ith people that 
wanted to volunteer with signs that said, 
‘God Bless America.' I've never seen such 
nice New Yorkers in my life. It was a real 
feeling of togetherness."
Battiato and Leonard would not stop 
there.
The two returned to New York City on 
Friday night, this time to the Jacob Javits 
Convention Center.
"They told us they were overwhelmed 
with volunteers and to come back," said 
Leonard. "We were a little disappointed we 
couldn't help, but were happy other people 
were volunteering."
Continued from  p. 36
While the two sophomore soccer players acted 
honorably, aiding in the relief effort, they don’t feel 
as though they've done anything special.
"We're just two kids from Montclair [MSU] that 
decided to get up and do something. We weren’t 
trying to be heroes," said Battiato. “The real heroes 
are the fire department and police."
Both Battiato and Leonard attribute their good 
deeds to their upbringing.
“My dad being a cop  and always helping 
people rubbed off on me," said Leonard.
His teammate agreed.
"It's the way I was raised. I have two younger 
brothers and always try to be a good older 
brother. When my parents are stressed I try to help 
to make things easier on them like helping around 
the house," said Battiato. "Helping the people 
in New York was just an extension of helping my 
family."
Neither told their parents of their volun­
teering in fear of alarming them. They didn't 
tell their coach either, but he was very proud 
to hear of their actions.
"I think it’s a great gesture. I didn't even 
know which means they didn't do it for any 
reason other than they wanted to," said 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach Rob Chesney. 
"We have great guys on this team and 
those two guys exemplify it."
Battiato and Leonard may not be done 
yet.
"We're thinking about going in [to New 
York] more if they need anybody," said 
Leonard.
Aside from volunteering, both donated 
food from their room as well.
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C ontinued from  p. 36
was to continue. The players took 
their cue from me and they did a 
good job with it."
It was certainly a difficult decision 
for everyone involved. Like everyone 
in the country, the members of the 
MSU athletic department felt pain in 
wake of the terrible tragedy.
"You try to make decisions 
together as best you can," Gera 
said. “Everyone's upset. I feel numb. 
It's tough to concentrate on work 
and to add on top now you have to 
make a decision to play"
McLaughlin feels there was not 
one right way to handle the situa­
tion.
“ I wouldn't point fingers at anyone 
if they played or didn' t, because you 
don 't know what's in their hearts," 
McLaughlin said.
McLaughlin's mood changed as 
the week wore on as he pulled out of 
MSU's match at Caldwell, which was 
scheduled for last Saturday.
MSU's men's and women's soccer 
teams each had a scheduled game 
against NJAC rival Richard Stockton 
last Saturday, just four days after the 
terrorist attacks on the World Trade 
Center and the Pentagon. On Friday, 
MSU stepped forward and decided 
not to play.
; “ I think the NCAA could  have 
made it easier,” Men’s Soccer Coach 
Rob Chesney said. "Both the NFL and 
Major League Baseball stepped up 
and made decisions, the NCAA is 
a big organization and they could 
have made a mandate.”
, The football game between MSU 
and Brockport State was played- 
last Saturday, making MSU the only 
New Jersey College Football team 
in action last week. The Red Hawks
defeated the Golden Eagles, 35-14. 
Head Football Coach Rick Giancola 
called it the toughest decision he 
has ever m ade in his 19 years as 
head coach of the Red Hawks. He 
consulted many people in his deci­
sion making process, including some 
of his players.
"There were a lot of second 
thoughts," G ianco la said. "A fter 
hearing everyone including Bush, 
Pataki, Giuliani, and our administra­
tion and our players, everyone felt 
the same—get back to a sense of 
normalcy."
For Gera, getting back to nor­
malcy was simple.
"Perhaps the best way to get 
back to normalcy is to engage in 
activ ities, ge t back  w ith fam ily, 
friends, e tc ," Gera said. “ People 
on a team are like a family, so it's 
important for them to be together 
and get back to their normal sched­
ules,"
By playing last Saturday, Brock- 
port State and MSU prov ided a 
diversion from the 24-hour news 
coverage that has dom inated TV 
screens everywhere since that tragic 
morning of September 1T.
"The a th le tic  d irec to r from 
Brockport, Linda Case called me 
[Monday] to compliment how are 
coaches and kids handled them­
selves," Gera said. "She said people 
came to her in the stands and said, 
'We're happy you played this.game 
because it has given us something to 
do other than watching [the tragic 
news on] TV."’
Eli Gelman and Mike Sanchez 
contributed to this report.
Football
Continued from  p. 36
yard touchdown runs in the second 
half and finished with 316 yards pass­
ing and three touchdown strikes.
After that, the Red Hawks tired out 
as they did in the first 
gam e, rarely exe- 
cuting on offense.
“We have to play 
four quarters instead 
of looking very good 
at times and not 
being so crisp at 
others," said Collins 
who wasn't happy 
with his play. "We 
expect more from 
ourselves. The best H  
is yet to come."
Lost in another magnificent per­
formance by Collins was a solid Red 
Hawks ground gam e, which has 
improved along with the rest of the 
offense from last season.
With the return of Joe D’lorio, the 
Red Hawks now boast four tailbacks 
includ ing Laquan M ajette , Elijah 
Freer, and Jamarl "Mookie” Buie who 
work together to get the job done.
"We have some good backs and 
for the most part are getting posi­
tive yards from all of them. It works 
out well when we rota te them in 
because each one becomes better 
because they're challenging each 
other," said Giancola of the competi­
tion at tailback. As for who's winning
66W E HAVE TO PLAY 
FOUR QUARTERS 
INSTEAD OF LOOKING 
GOOD AT TIMES AND 
NOT BEING CRISP AT 
OTHERS. 99
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the contest, Giancola added, "That 
m ight be a photo [finish]. Elijah’s 
playing well, Laquan has done 
well, and the guy who's starting 
to really show is 
Mookie [Buie]."
Buie broke last 
year's longest rush 
of 17 yards with a 
33-yard run to start 
the fourth quarter.
D e fe n s iv e ly ,  
a long w ith Lucas 
who was in on 
10 tackles, Keith 
Migliorino and Gary 
sto° d out 
compiling nine
tackles each.
While some teams might have 
celebrated a big victory over Brock­
port, ending the Golden Eagles' 
regular season winning streak at 14 
games and moving the Red Hawks 
to rank 11 in the country, this team 
feels they haven’t accomplished 
anything yet.
"We still have work to do to get 
to our peak," said Giancola. “This 
club still feels the affects of the way 
last season ended and feels like they 
have things they have to prove and 
accomplish and until that happens 
they're not going to settle."
And the Red Hawks 
Played On
Coaches Faced Difficult Decision of 
Playing - Made Right Call
A  t a time when leadership was 
Z \  looked for, when Am erica 
/ \ was  to be united, the NCAA 
was nowhere to be found. After 
last Tuesday's terrorist attacks, a 
m andate  was needed from the 
NCAA to determine whether col­
legiate sports should return to their 
respective fields. Instead, the NCAA 
left the decision to many confer­
ences including the New Jersey 
Athletic Conference, which in turn 
left each institution to make the 
decision. The result was an inconsis­
tency throughout collegiate sports. 
Some schools played while other 
d idn 't. Some sports played while 
others didn't. Many wavered in their 
decisions until the last minute when ( 
they either postponed a gam e, 
or elected to stick to their original 
thoughts of playing.
In MSU’s case, the final ruling 
came down to its coaches, some­
thing that never should have hap­
pened.
While MSU's coaches should 
never have had to make those 
calls, in some cases, the toughest 
¡of their careers*I can ’t criticize our 
ath le tic departm ent for the way 
they handled the situation, there 
is no guidebqok for making such d 
decision.'
Kudos to MSU athletic director 
Holly Gera for leaving it up to the 
coaches who certainly know more 
about their players than anyone. The 
coaches would be the best people 
to decide whether their teams were 
up to playing.
The cho ice  
should never have 
gotten to Gera, but 
once it did, she 
knew there was only 
one way to reach a 
verdict.
So while major 
league baseball, 
the NFL, and all of 
Division I cancelled 
their schedule this 
past week due to 
logistical problems,
MSU went a different route because 
it didn't have to travel the lengthy 
distances by planes that the major 
sports would have.
And while I don 't like the incon­
sistency in sports throughout the 
country or the fact that some MSU 
sports played and others didn't [in 
football, MSU was the only New 
Jersey team to play this past week­
end], the fact that MSU continued 
to play a limited schedule despite 
the terrorist attacks last Tuesday 
took courage. In the scheme of 
things, sports aren’t very important. 
They never have and never will take 
priority over family, friends, or loved 
ones. But by playing on this past 
week, MSU honored the victims of 
last week's terrorist attacks.
Perhaps, it should not come as 
any surprise and rather be indicative 
of the com petitive nature, pride, 
and passion of MSU athletics.
While I'm certainly not an expert
on politics or terrorism, what I do 
understand is that terrorists attacked 
our glorious country because they 
d idn’t agree with our way of life. 
They were trying to strike fear into 
our hearts and stop us from living 
freely as we all or a t least most 
of us have since 




ing to play, MSU 
fought for more 
than just victories 
in athletic con­
tests. It fought for 
America. In their 
own ways, the 
coaching staffs 
and their loyal 
Red Hawk .sol­
diers fought terrorism by not giving 
in.
By playing they said, “ You’re 
not going to stop us from: living our 
lives." .. t
Give crédit to Brockport and the..,, 
other schools that continued to play | 
as well. Just ask Brockport athletic 
director Linda Case how it felt to 
have spectators come up to her in 
the stands to thank her for having 
the football game played this past 
Saturday against MSU and I think., 
you’ll understand what I mean. v .
The Red Hawks practiced and 
played soccer, field hockey, vol­
leyball, and football from Tuesday, 
September 11 through Sunday, Sep­
tem ber 16 while 
the m ajority of 
the NJAC schools 
were postponing 
practices and 
games. And in 
the end, it was 
all worth it. Even 
though many MSU 
contests were 
postponed, I have 
yet to speak to 
one athlete who 
felt that practicing 
or playing was the
wrong decision.
From soccer to football, most 
athletes were happy to get back to 
normal, something MSU President 
Susan Cole stressed by leaving the 
university open. Many called play­
ing sports "an escape" from what 
was going on. They were happy to 
get away from hearing the reports 
on the radio, seeing them on TV, 
and reading abou t them in the 
newspapers. But more importantly, 
they got back to being American, 
continuing to play the sports they 
had begun playing as children and 
working toward their championship 
dreams.
As the obscure band Starship 
once sang, "Nothing's Gonna Stop 
Us Now." God Bless America and 
Let’s Go Red Hawks!!!
Eli G elm an, a b roadcasting  
major is in his second year as 
Assistant Sports Editor o f The 
Montclarion
1
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Richard Stockton 7-0 22-15
Kean —  5-2 20-7
MSU 5-2 18-10
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Sat. 22 vs. Iona 
1:30 p.m.
MEN’S SOCCER 
Thur. 20 @ J&W College 
7 p.m.
Sat. 22 @ Worcester State 
10 a.m.
Wed. 26 vs. WPU*
3 p.m.
WOMEN’S SOCCER 
Wed. 26 @ WPU*
7 p.m.
FIELD HOCKEY 
Sat. 22 vs TCNJ*
1 p.m.
Tues. 25 @SUNY-New Paltz
4 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL 
Fri.- Sat. 28-29 
@ Bridgewater 
4 p.m.
Tues. 25 vs RSC*
10 a.m.
TENNIS





Sat. 22 @ NYU Invitational
11 a.m.
* New Jersey A thletic Conference Contests
ed flawk
R e s u l t s
From the Previous 2 Weeks
Football
9122-MSU 35, Iona 14
Men’s Soccer 
915-CCNY1, MSU 0 (OT)
917 - Roanoke (VA) 5, MSU 1
918 - Allegheny (PA) 3, MSU 1
Women's Soccer 
915 - MSU 1, Uranis 0 
9110 - MSU 2, Biota (CA) 1
9117-  MSU5, Drew0
Field Hockey 
918-Rowan 5, MSU 0* 
9113-MSU2, Wilkes 1(OT)
9118-  WPU3, MSU 1
Volleyball
917 - St. Mary 3, MSU0#
918-WPU 3, MSU 0#
9113 - FDU-Madison 3, MSU 0 
9118- WPU 3, MSU 0*
Women’s Tennis 
915 - MSU 6, Ramapo 3*
918 - MSU 8, Kutztown 1 
9112-MSU8, Drew 1 
9117-MSU9, RN0*
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests 
#  Vassar tournament
Senior Quarterback 
Hometown: Union, NJ 
Collins threw for 3 TDs and ran in for 2 as he 
lead the Red Hawks to their second win. Collins 
threw for 316 yards, a season high.
h o n o r a b l e  m e n t i o n
Lauren Rota 
Freshm an M id fie lder 
Hom etown: F ranklin  Lakes, NJ 
Rota scored the game-winner against 
Biola and added 2 more goals in Tuesday 
nights 5-0 win over Drew. Rota leads the team 
in scoring with 6 points.
E ric M agrini 
Ju n io r W ide Receiver 
Hom etown: W ayne, NJ 
Magrini caught 2 TD passes of 3 and 
13-yards and finished the afternoon with 9 
catches for 110 yards.
Sarah Levine 
Sophom ore A ttacker 
Hom etown: Pequannock, NJ 
Levine scored the game winning goal in 
OT to help MSU get thier first win of the season 
over Wilkes last Wednesday.
Maria Cunningham  
Jun io r
Hom etown: W est Orange, NJ 
Cunningham has led an undefeated 
Tennis team with a 3-1 record that included 
3 straight wins including a 7-5, 6-3 set wins 
against Rutgers-Newark.
Soccer Starts with 2 wins, 
but lose 3 straight 
See Page 31
Vo i  8 1  N o .  3
Baseball ‘98 - ‘01 Recap 
NEXT WEEK
S e p te m b e r  2 0 , 2 0 0 1
Returning to the 
Field of Play
Cera Leaves Coaches 
With Decision to Play
Lending a Hand
Leonard, Battiato Make Way to NYC Last 
Week After Disaster to Help
B y A n d y S e y k a  
Assistant Sports Editor
To play or not to play?
That was the question 
that MSU athletic administra­
tors faced this past week.
In the afterm ath of the 
September 11 terrorist attacks 
on the United States, New 
Jersey Athletic Conference 
commissioner Donna Ledwin 
decided to allow individual 
teams make their own deci­
sions regarding last week's 
athletic contests.
"Like the rest of America 
we mourn deeply the tragic 
loss of lives 
on Tues­
day, [Sept.
1 1 ] , "
L e d w i n  
said in a 
p r e s s  
release last 






to the New York City area, 
we are particularly affected 
by the attack, and we intend 
to honor the memories of 
those who lost their lives. At 
the urging of President Bush, 
we will also seek a return to 
normalcy of our operations 
as soon as is appropriate for 
each campus.”
MSU Athletic Director Holly
Gera echoed the sentiments 
of Ledwin.
“ I think the one important 
thing is to return to normalcy 
as soon as we can,” Gera 
said. "That doesn't mean to 
forget or disregard what has 
transpired. It will be recog­
nized by us at every game.
"[Coaches and I] dis­
cussed it and tried to figure 
out what was the best 
approach to take," Gera 
said. "Coaches have a 
better pulse than I have [on 
how their team feels]. Going 
along with what the univer­
sity was doing, and keeping 
normal activities.”
C o m  -: 
m is s io n e r  
Ledwin was 





M S U ’ s 
w o m e n ’ s 
tennis team 
played their 
schedu led  
m a t c h  
against Drew University on 
September 12 and emerged 
victorious.
“ It was different to play 
under those circumstances," 
Women's tennis coach Brian 
McLaughlin said. “ I took 
the cue from the Presidents 
speech Tuesday night which
See "RETURNING" o n  p . 34
B y E liG e lm a n  
Assistant Sports Editor
While most of America sat 
watching the aftermath of 
last Tuesday’s terrorist attacks 
in New York City on TV, 
two MSU men’s soccer play­
ers, goalkeeper Phil Battiato 
and outside midfielder Steve 
Leonard, were determined 
to pitch in on the relief 
effort.
“We were so close [to' 
New York City] and felt we 
needed to help our country 
out,” said Leonard. "Watch­
ing the news so much and 
seeing all the people, it's 
so heart wrenching. You just 
want to do whatever you 
can."
Last Wednesday after 
soccer p rac tice , Battiato
STEVE LEONARD
and Leonard embarked on 
one of the most selfless, 
heroic acts ever performed 




get near the 









the city to volunteer their 
services.
They drove over the 
George Washington Bridge, 
got on the Hudson River Park­
way, and drove as far as they 
could toward the disaster 
area. And after getting near 
West 14th Street, Battiato 
and Leonard parked and
PHILLIP BATTIATO
walked three quarters of 
a mile tow ard the site 
of the tragedy until they 
were not
• S t e v e  Leonard  b e g a n .
" W e  
j u s t  
walked around and asked 
people handing [food] out 
if we could do anything," 
said Leonard. "We spoke to 
a guy named Mike and he 
said, ‘grab some food and 
water, and stand by the side 
of the road [West Side High­
way]."’
With two lanes of the West 
Side Highway closed, work­
ers heading to the wreckage 
site lined up in police cars, 
ambulances, pick-up trucks 
and other vehicles on the 
one open lane alongside 
which Battiato and Leonard 
stood. The two Red Hawks, 
with only pieces of fabric 
shielding their noses and 
mouths from the polluted air, 
handed out apples, sand­
wiches, Snickers bars, bags 
of chips, bottle of water, and 
bananas to the construc­
tion workers, police, medical 
personnel, and others aiding 
in the relief effort.
After close to four hours of 
work, Battiato and Leonard
S ee “LENDING HANDS" o n  p . 33
Leonard and Battiato were so taken by the events 
of last Tuesday, the two decided to head to NYC 
to see if  they can help.
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Red Hawks Blow Past Brockport
Football Ranks 11 th in Division III




It was more than just a 
football game. When MSU 
Head Football Coach Rick





Brockport this past Saturday, 
they came away with more 
than just a decisive 35-14 vic­
tory over the Golden Eagles. 
By playing in the emotional 
game, they grew closer as 
a team and did not give in 
to terrorism.
“The emotions were so 
strong, so different. Fora brief
moment, we all felt a little 
numb. It was spontaneous, 
you could sense it, you could 
feel it, you could see it,” said 
Giancola. "We all felt a little 
relief after the gam e. You 
could sense and feel that for 
a three-hour period, things 
were normal. It was quiet. No 
one was yelling or screaming 
about the victory. It was a 
quiet moment of relief."
Early on, the Red Hawks 
had trouble containing their 
emotions.
The MSU defense got 
burned on Brockport’s first 
possession when quarter­
back Bob Darnley rolled out 
and found Lionel Rhim for 
a 50-yard touchdown pass 
and a 7-0 lead. MSU quarter­
back Ed Collins completed 














c o m p a n y  
woke up 
and the Red Hawks never 
trailed again.
Collins led an 11-play, 
76-yard drive, finding Eric 
Magrini four times in a row
including his 12-yard touch­




q u a r t e r ,  







strike. It was 




After Rhim caught a 
34-yard touchdown pass to 
even it up, the Golden Eagles 
would not see the red zone
for the rest of the afternoon.
Just over two minutes 
later, the turning point of 
the game came when out­
side linebacker Omar Lucas 
in te rcep ted  Darnley and 
returned it 45 yards to the 
Brockport-three. Collins hit 
Magrini for his second touch­
down and the onslaught 
had begun. Magrini finished 
with nine receptions for 110 
yards.
"It was our first test to be 
in a position to step up. They 
scored on us and we didn't 
get down on ourselves," said 
Lucas. “We had to overcome 
it and responded well."
Collins added two one- 
SEE “FOOTBALL" o n  p. 34
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